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FOREWORD 

This report on the standards and techniques of public administration 
wa~ prepared with special reference to the problem of rendering technical 
assistance to under-developed countries. However, it concerns itself, also, 
with the general principles and procedures of public administration which 
are of more universal application. 

Since administrative responsibility for the United Nations programme 
of training in public administration, initiated by General Assembly resolu
tion 246 (III), was placed in the newly organized Technical Assistance 
Administration last year, the pervasive importance of public administration 
in connexion with effective economic and social development has been 
repeatedly iIIustrated and emphasized in the course of the Expanded 
Programme activities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies. 
The implications of this cumulative experience have been recognized in 
recent recommendations of the Economic and Social Council to the effect 
that the training programme should be placed on a continuing basis in 
the regular budget of the United Nations and that public administration 
should be placed on a par with economic development and social welfare 
as a field for assistance under the Expanded Programme. 

In order to meet more effectively the various responsibilities imposed 
upon him in the field of public administration, the Director-General of 
the Technical Assistance Administration, Mr. H. L. Keenleyside, appointed 
a Special Committee on Public Administration Problems who have pre
pared the following report. The report, which is a unanimous one, reflects 
the broad experience of the members of the Committee who were acting 
in their personal capacities and whose recommendations are put forward 
as expert suggestions worthy of careful consideration. They do not con
stitute formal recommendations by the Secretariat. 

This Special Committee was composed of the following members: 
Rowland Egger, Director, Bureau of Public Administration,- University 
of Virginia, and Associate Director, Public Administration Clearing 
House, U.S.A.; Albert Lepawsky, Professor of Political Science and . 
Public Administration, University of Alabama, U.S.A.; Carlos M. Moran, 
Director of the Law Department, City of Havana, Cuba, and Secretary, 
Pan-American Commission on Inter-Municipal Co-operation; Pedro Munoz 
Amato, Dean of the College of Social Sciences, and Director, School of 
Public Administration, University of Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico, U.S.A.; 
Sir Jwala P. Srivastava, former Member of the Government of India, and 

1 Member of Parliament, India; Jean Trouve, Deputy Director, Directorate 
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of the Civil Service, France; H. J. van Mook, former visiting Professor 
of Political Science at the University of California, and former acting 
Governor-General of Indonesia, Netherlands. Mr. van• Mook acted as 
chairman of the Special Committee. 

The Technical Assistance Administration is indebted to the members 
of the Special Committee for undertaking the difficult task of formulating 
the principles and evaluating the techniques of public administration. 
There has been a recurring interest on the part of the General Assembly, 
the Economic and Social Council and other organs of the United Nations 
and of the specialized agencies, in the science of administration and in the 
role which administrative principles and practices can play in assisting 
these international agencies to fulfil their functions and perform their 
services. It is hoped that the Committee's report will serve as a basis for 
further activity in this field. 

Vl 



INTRODUCTION 

TERMS OF REFERENCE AND SCOPE OF REPORT 

1. This report of the Special Committee on Public Administration 
Problems has been prepared at the request of the Director-General of the 
Technical Assistance Administration of the United Nations. The following 
were the terms of reference of the Committee: 

"To prepare a document which can serve as a guide for surveying the 
status of the public administration of an under-developed country; for 
identifying the steps that can be taken by a newly organized country in 
establishing its administration; and for determining the measures which 
might be considered by an older and more established country in en
deavouring to improve its administrative system. It is intended that the 
result of the Committee's work. will be published for the information of 
the members of the Economic and Social Council and of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, and for the use of public administration 
experts who may be called upon to aid requesting governments under the 
technical assistance programmes of the United Nations. Such publication 
would also be of value to governments and agencies that are seriously 
interested in examining and improving their current administrative prac
tices and to experts in other fields of technical assistance who may find 
that their recommendations should include suggestions for the improvement 
of public administration in those fields." 

2. In drafting its report, the Committee continually bore in mind that 
technical assistance services looking toward improvement in public adminis
tration are rendered by the United Nations exclusively upon the invita
tion of Member States, and are in every case to be determined by 
careful discussion and agreement between the requesting government and 
the United Nations, through the agency of its Technical Assistance 
Administration. Such technical assistance may take a variety of forms: 
survey of the administrative situation within the area of the requesting_ 
government, analysis of major administrative problems and formulation 
c>f alternative solutions and recommendations, organization of training 
:lpportunities for the administrative officials of the requesting government, 
md assistance in carrying out or in installing the administrative changes 
recommended. 

3. The Committee assumed that if such a task is undertaken with the 
1ssistance of the United Nations, the over-all review of the administrative 
;ituation in a given country will in most cases be the task of a technical 
1ssistance mission as a whole, consisting of experts in several fields, and 
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2 Standards and Techniques of Public Administration 

not merely that of individual member or investigator specialized in 
public administration. However, as the scope of such a technical survey, 
in the field of public administration as well as in other fields, depends 
upon the terms of agreement with the requesting government, the work 
will vary in extent and a selection may accordingly have to be made among 
the numerous points of inquiry outlined in Part II of this report. It is, 
of course, understood that the results of such surveys will retain their 
confidential character unless publication is authorized by both the govern
ment concerned and the United Nations, and that the action taken upon 
its recommendations will depend on the decision of such government. 

4. It is further understood that the entire surveying, analysing and 
planning activity of a technical assistance mission has to be carried out 
in close and continuous co-operation and consultation with the host 
government, and that its technical nature must be carefully maintained. 
Although it will be essential for the members of a· technical assistance 
mission to familiarize themselves thoroughly with the conditions and 
atmosphere of the country for which their· assistance is asked, it is equally 
essential for them, particularly in the field of public administration, to 
avoid any action which might give the inquiry an inquisitorial aspect or 
lead the fact-finding beyond the limits of the agreed fields of investigation. 
Regard for the sentiments of the people among whom they are working 
should be combined with a scrupulous avoidance of any action that might 
cause embarrassment to the host country or touch upon domestic political 
controversies. While it is the responsibility of the United Nations and 
the specialized agencies to select competent personnel for the mission, 
the selection has to be made in agreement with the requesting government. · 
Such competence implies for each individual the dual capacity of getting 
at all of the relevant facts and of inspiring in his host that confidence 
through which his work can achieve constructive and lasting results. 

5. The report is a unanimous statement of the seven members of this 
Committee, all of whom have a considerable background of administrative 
experience in the Member States or in dependent areas. Despite differenc~s 
in national background and administrative specialization the members of 
the Committee have been able to arrive at a consensus on the various 
problems and issues raised in this report. Such a consensus constitutes 
strong evidence that there exists a common body of principle and technique 
in the fi~ld of public administration which has some degree of world-wide 
and general validity, which may have special applicability to newer States 
and to the less developed areas of the world, as well as to the more 
developed areas seeking solutions for administrative problems raised by· 
new or altered conditions, and which may be otherwise useful to any 
nation wishing to make a general evaluation of its system of public 
administration. 

6. The Committee met at the United Nations Headquarters in New 
York for two working sessions, 18 June to 6 July, and 5 to 14 September 
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lntroduction 3 

1951. It has been generously assisted by the staff of the Technical 
Assistance Administration during the course of these sessions and also 
in the interim period during which it carried on an extensive corre
spondence. The Committee has derived much benefit, moreover, from staff 
members from other departments of the United Nations and the specialized 
agencies. This experience also confirms the fact that there already exists 
in the international civil service, supplemented by experts called in for 
special consultation, a body of common knowledge in the realm of govern
mental administration and public management which constitutes one of 
the primary resources available in any evolving international programme 
of technical assistance looking forward toward social, economic, or 
administrative development. 

7. The Committee has interpreted its terms of reference to require an 
emphasis upon principles, standards and norms of public administration. 
In its consideration of administrative techniques, procedures and methods 
it has of necessity limited itself to those of a more general character, 
without losing sight of the fact that great variety is to be expected in actual 
practice. Part I of the report, containing the general treatment of the 
subject, consists of three chapters, of which chapter 1 assesses the general 
significance of public administration with particular relation to technical 
assistance, chapter 2 analyses the major factors of public administration, 
and chapter 3 deals with measures for accomplishing administrative 
improvement, which may prove useful even for highly developed nations. 
Part II presents a reasoned outline which may be useful to government 
officials or to technical assistance personnel for the purpose of surveying 
or evaluating public administration. 



Part I 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Chapter 1 

SIGNIFICANCE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN UNDER-DEVELOPED AREAS ( 

8. In pursuing its assignment, the Committee proceeded on the general -i.:· 

hypothesis that in ·every country, whether it is new or long-established, 
whether it is under-developed or highly developed, any programme of ' 
economic or fiscal development, of improvement in education, health, ' 
labour and social conditions, and of reform and reconstruction in any 
of the public services, can only succeed if it is supported by machinery 
and methods established under sound principles of public administration 
and adapted to the circumstances of the country concerned. l 

9. With particular reference to under-developed countries, the Com- f' 
mittee feels that this assumption has attained more than a hypothetical I.· 
stage. Technical assistance projects already undertaken by the United 
Nations continually demonstrate that in practically every attempt to solve 
technical and economic problems, there are a number of fundamental 
requirements of an administrative nature, requirements of organization, ''"" 
staff, budget, planning, and procedure. Moreover it has been discovered 
in one technical assistance project after another, in fields such as agri
culture, industry, mining or power, that a prior need is to provide those 
basic communications and utilities which are usually considered to be 
governmental functions, those domestic administrative · measures which 
are most likely to originate or stimulate economic development in individual 
fields, and those governmental programmes of social amelioration which 
will assist the people of the nation in undertaking the arduous tasks 
which lie ahead. By definition this is the role of public administration. 

10. The Committee has been constantly aware, in the course of its 
work, of the danger of exaggerating the differences which exist between 
the more developed and the less developed nations with respect to the 
standards and practices of public administration or with respect to the 
relative existence of administrative inefficiency. It is true that one of the ··r· 
principal characteristics of under-developed areas is the imbalance between 
aspirations and needs on the one hand and material advancement and , 
administrative maturity on the other. However, it is not the level of the 
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Part I. Publi__c Administration and Technical Assistance 5 

country's technical achievement that is the conclusive factor, so much as 
the relation which its technical - including its administrative - equipment 
bears to its expected" and emerging level of development. 

11. In this respect any attempt to apply the generally applicable 
principles of public administration must contend with those economic, 
social and governmental circumstances which seem to be peculiar to 
under-developed areas, which have been repeatedly revealed in the course 
of past technical assistance surveys, and which might be profitably kept 
in mind in future technical assistance projects. These circumstances arise 
out of the recent international changes of an economic and political 
character, the intrusion of international considerations into the internal 
life of partially autarchic areas, and the technological developments, particu
larly in the field of communication, which have given an international 
character to the demands and aspirations of peoples throughout the world. 
Even countries with a more developed administrative system, when faced 
with the introduction of wholesale programmes of economic or social 
betterment, may find their existing administrative machinery insufficient 
to cope with their requirements. 

12. The problems of under-developed countries that may be related to 
public administration are primarily problems of transition: transition from 
semi-feudal and traditional to more responsible and rational forms of 
administration ; from an agricultural and extractive economy to an 
economy of industry and trade; from a colonial regime conducted by 
foreigners to a national government. The pace and circumstances of such 

, a transition may vary considerably from area to area. Some under
developed countries may in fact be able to skip a few of the- intervening 
steps which more developed areas went through laboriously, and may 
thus demonstrate an unprecedented pace of development in limited fields. 
In certain cases revolutionary changes may create a climate conducive to 
wholesale reform, whereas in others a slower and more evolutionary 
process may be taking place. 

13. In either case, certain characteristic conditions may be observed in 
under-developed countries. In the first place, the gap which exists between 
rich and poor is marked. It penetrates deeply into the entire range of 

· economic, social and cultural relationships, and its impact is felt in the 
public administration as well. Frequently the duality expresses itself also 
in terms of the gulf which exists between an agrarian or barter culture 
and a commercial or money culture, existing side by side, but with little 
interpenetration. In some areas there is a related but deeper duality as· 
between an original stock of ancient lineage and a recent immigrant leader
ship, or vice versa. At the same time too small a proportion from either 
group, or from their admixture, is available to furnish the technical 
knowledge or administrative experience required, for the proper economic 
and social development of the country. Meanwhile, too, there is a con
tinuation of the associated social and economic ills, such as uncontrolled 
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inflation, widespread illiteracy, rampant disease, or political instability. 
All of these factors hamper the effective employment of the country's 
human and natural resources. 

14. Improvement in the public administration seems to be one of the 
primary means through which the adverse conditions of the under
developed countries might be overcome. To the extent that more developed 
countries suffer from vestigial conditions of under-development or from 
periodic recurrences in that direction, they are likely to reveal similar 
social, economic and governmental ills. These too might be partially 
relieved by administrative measures of an international as well as a 
domestic character. 

Section 2. UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME IN PUBLIC AnMINiSTRATION/ · 

15. The crucial role of administrative machinery in the economic and 
social development of the less-developed areas of the world has increas
ingly modified the technical assistance rendered by international bodies in 
recent years. This development can be traced back to the post-First World 
\Var period, when, for example, the International Labour Office, one of 
the older specialized agencies of the United Nations, began to provide 
advice and consulting service on labour legislation, an important substan
tive phase of public administration. During the later stages of the Second 
World War, officials of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation 
Administration, recognizing the limited and temporary character of a 
programme consisting only of the distribution of emergency supplies, 
increasingly turned their attention toward the training of local administra
tive personnel and to other activities conducive to the establishment or 
improvement of permanent governmental services in the social welfare field. 

-16. United Nations technical assistance activities are based ultimately 
upon Article 55 of ·the Charter which pledges the organization to "promote 
higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic 
and social progress and development". The earliest United Nations pro
gramme in this field was set in motion by the General Assembly at its 
very first session, in 1946, for the promotion of social welfare. Resolution 
58 (I) authorized a programme of advisory social welfare services, to be 
rendered through the provision of expert advisers, fellowships and 
scholarships, demonstration projects, technical publications and films, and 
seminars, as might be requested by Member States. Two years later, the 
attention of the General Assembly having been drawn to the need for 
general training activities for countries desiring access to "the principles, 
procedure, and methods of modern administration", a resolution (246 
III)) was adopted authorizing the establishment within the Secretariat 
of an International Centre for Training in Public Administration. 

17. The following year, in 1949, the General Assembly appropriated 
funds for a programme of fellowships and scholarships to be awarded 
to intermediate and senior civil servants of Member States for the I 
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purpose of training the~ in specialized fields of public administration, 
for a programme of semmars on the problems of public administration, 
an1 !or the devel?pment or improvement of national institutions offering 
trammg courses m public administration. In addition a sum was made 
available to the International Institute of Administrative Sciences in 
Brussels for the preparation of special studies, manuals and other materials 
in the field of public administration. 

18. Meanwhile the General Assembly in 1948 had appropriated funds 
to enable the United Nations, in co-operation with the specialized agencies, 
to launch a general . technical assistance programme for the economic 
development of less-developed areas (resolution 200 (III)). All of these 
programmes of the United Nations and the specialized agencies were 
brought into closer relationship and greatly enlarged by further resolutions 
of the Economic and Social Council ( resolution 222 (IX) ) and the 
General Assembly (resolution 304 (IV)) in the latter part of 1949, 
which authorized a special fund for financing an expanded programme of 
technical assistance activities and established the Technical Assistance 
Board to serve as a channel for requests from governments and otherwise 

1 to co-ordinate the technical assistance activities of the several organizations. 

19. Even before the general United Nations aid progra,mme for eco
nomic and social development got under way, technical assistance services 
were occasionally being rendered in the field of fiscal administration and 
even in public administration generally, touching on such subjects as 
governmental organization, civil service, budgetary procedures, govern
mental audit, and government purchasing. Meanwhile the specialized 
agencies of the United Nations, in accordance with their constitutions and 
with resolutions of their governing bodies, continued to contribute to the 
same general objectives by providing assistance to governments in their 
several special fields. In the course of their work they are frequently 
called upon to render advice and assistance in the organization or improve
ment of governmental services which deal with labour and employment, 
agriculture, education, air transport, public health, fiscal and foreign 
exchange problems, etc. 

20. In order to administer the expanded programme of technical 
assistance, a Technical Assistance Admininistration was set up in the 
United Nations Secretariat in 1950. The early United Nations missions of 
technical assistance, especially those of a comprehensive nature covering 
the various fields of economic and social affairs, tended to emphasize the 
importance of improving the public administration as a necessary basis 
for, or as an essential preliminary to, the successful execution of the 
economic and social programmes. Indeed, the problem of developing or 
improving some part of the machinery of public administration has 
frequently appeared as a by-product of requests for international assistance 
in connexion with a specific economic or social project or some substantive 
problem of government. Under these circumstances, technical assistance, 
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looking originally toward economic and social development and improve
ment, has necessarily led to a growing number of requests for aid in 

.achieving administrative improvement. For this reason, there was estab
lished, in 1951, a special branch to cope with these problems within the 
Technical Assistance Administration, known as the Public Administration 
Division. Toward the end of 1951, the Economic and Social Council 
recommended to the General Assembly that the existing pubiic administra
tion programme be placed on a continuing basis and that there should be 
a general extension of "technical assistance activities in the fields of 
economic development, public administration and social welfare", thus 
placing the administrative side by side with the economic and social 
features of the technical assistance programme. 



Chapter 2 

ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. FUNDAMENTALS oF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

21. Permanent improvement in public administration can be realized 
only if based upon certain fundamental values and standards. Without 
the acceptance of some of these basic values, administrative reform in 
any given nation would be without direction; and internationally, public 
administration would be handicapped for lack of a common standard of 
evaluation and measurement. In searching for these basic characteristics 
of a competent system of public administration, and in evaluating particu
larly the extent to which technical assistance in the field of public 
administration may effectively contribute to economic and social develop
ment, the following conditions and norms are worthy of consideration. 

22. A fundamental requirement for the improvement of any system of 
public administration is the attainment of governmental stability, public 
order, and the rule of law. Where civil disorder is endemic or where 
changes in political control are frequent, administrative improvement is 
severely handicapped. For areas where governments have been newly 
organized and where governmental institutions have not yet been 
thoroughly established, some degree. of administrative instability may in 
the short run be considered as a part of the general political development. 
But where, over a long period of time, governments are not able to 
establish orderly political processes, administrative reforms are likely to 
lag, and the prospects of permanent administrative improvement are 
slight. Moreover, sound public administration can only flourish under a 
system for the administration of justice based on equal protection for all, 
impartial administration of government services, and adequate provision 
for social change. Governments which abuse their powe:s, or which 
habitually act arbitrarily with reference to persons and property, or which 
do not respect fundamental human rights, or which permit dishonesty in 
the public service, lack an adequate basis for a desirable and stable form 
of public administration. 

23. An effective system of public administration must be founded on a 
policy which tends to broaden the range of personal freedom, economic 
and social opportunity, and political democracy. This norm may be 
regarded as a basic standard for good public administration, in spite of 
the fact that efficient techniques of administration have sometimes been 
installed by undemocratic political regimes or in highly stratified societies. 
Where caste, colour, race, creed, or party membership confer upon, or 
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10 Standards and Techniques of Public Administration 

deny to, whole sections of the population opportunities to share in the 
benefits bestowed by the State, or where a limited segment of society is 
able to 111aintain for itself the privilege of public service, the public 
administration will weaken in the long run. The best system of administra
tion runs the risk of breaking down sooner or later if, in administering 
the power of the State, it is not genuinely responsible to the public, and 
if it does not subscribe to the elementary precepts of liberty and equality. 

24. Effective public administration requires a favourable political leader
ship and public opinion. Within the newer areas or under-developed 
countries being assisted, there must be active and vigorous support for 
the improvement of public administration. On the part of these newer 
areas, more consideration will have to be given to the social and economic 
significance of public management and administrative technique. The 
political leaders and the public should recognize that economic and social 
development and administrative improvement are interdependent and that 
a successful programme of technical assistance is in large measure con
tingent upon the establishment of more mature administrative practices. 
The public must be willing to pay the price in order to achieve the essentials 
of governmental reorganization, fiscal reform, and civil service improve
ment. 

25. On the other hand, the successful achievement of some degree of 
administrative improvement under adverse political circumstances may 
in itself contribute to an increase of public interest and establish the 
beginning of greater political stability and administrative impartiality. 
Partial improvement in some better conditioned section, particularly when 
it is rewarding in terms of economic and social advance, may be a useful 
starting point for a more genera! reform. Taken as a whole, however, 
public order, stability, and justice are not only indispensable to, but also 
fundamental objectives of, an effective system of public administration. 

26. Sound administration seeks to share responsibility and to enlarge 
the area of participation as widely as feasible. Efficient management and 
national unity require an ordered structure of governmental powers and 
authority, but at the same time responsibility for administrative activity 
must be shared if it is to be effectively carried out. Such sharing may 
take the form of constant delegation of functions to subordinate adminis
trative branches, to autonomous bodies or public corporations, to private 
or co-operative institutions, to local authorities, and to individuals at the 
various levels of the administrative structure. Central policies and plans 
emanating from the higher executive and legislative bodies are necessary, 
but the higher levels of the public administration can better carry out such 
responsibilities when they free themselves more and more from direct 
concern with administrative operations, and when they concentrate their 
activity upon supervision and direction. Administrative accomplishment, 
on the other hand, may be kept more in tune with plans and policies, as 
more agencies and more persons at all levels of the administrative structure 
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are given increasing responsibility for making decisions and for recom
mendin~ p;ogrammes ~1:der these general policies and plans. Sharing of 
respons1b1hty among c1v1l servants and participation by citizens tend to 
bring out the highest loyalties and the best administrative abilities of a 
nation .. 

27. A sound system of public administration contributes as directly as 
possible to the economic and social development of the nation and to the 
raising of the level of economic security and social welfare of the popula
tion. Public administration which is not directed toward the improvement 
of the material and cultural achievements of an increasing number of 
groups and individuals in tv.e country, like economic assistance which pays 
no attention to the internal distribution of a growing national product, 
merely freezes the existing economic inequalities and social disabilities. 
A system of public administration insensitive to these considerations is 
guilty of sins of omission which may be among the causes of the very ills 
which the under-developed country is suffering. 

28. Effective administration adapts its particulars to the life of the 
nation concerned. The specific administrative devices which can be selected 
from the several alternatives offered by the growing body of modern 
administrative experience should be attuned to the cultural, economic, 
social and political characteristics of the under-developed countries. With 
reference to technical assistance for administrative improvement nothing 
should be borne in mind more constantly than the wide diversity of peoples 
and circumstances and the fact that no nation has as yet achieved per
fection in this field. While, therefore, there need not be serious deviations 
from generally adopted standards of competent public management, there 
may have to be extensive variations in the means used to achieve such 
standards. Indeed questions of adaptation may, be foremost in transplant
ing or refining administrative institutions. There exist not only different 
techniques of public administration, but different ways of installing 
administrative techniques to which those engaged in technical assistance 
programmes should be particularly sensitive. 

29. A sound system of public administration is solicitous about its 
relations with the public. The way in which government agencies come 
into contact with the citizen will determine the awareness of the people 

. concerning their rights and obligations, the possibilities of public criticism 
or support, and the opportunities for complaint or redress of grievances 
against oppressive administrative actions. The opportunities and pro~ 
cedures for registering such complaints or seeking such redress and the 
methods by which they are handled by or get lost in the hierarchy of 
public administration are matters of vital importance to the. average 
citizen. Just as important may be the system of governmental public 
relations by which policies are explained and procedures are clarified. If 
these matters are neglected, the citizen will feel deprived of his just 
opportunities and will remain singularly uninterested in efficient. adminis-
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trative operations which are deficient in giving him an elementary degree 
of recognition as an individual. 

30. In the final analysis, the principal support for an administrative 
system and for a system of administrative reform will derive from the 
most practical application of sound administrative principles - most 
practical in the sense of achieving results in support of the better life 
for more people. The devices and methods utilized in a sound administra
tive system are numerous. Few administrative institutions or practices 
stand alone without equally attractive alternative mechanisms designed to 
perform the same function. There is seldom a One-Best-Way in public 
administration. Yet there are certain broad categories of administrative 
problems and applicable principles that are common to most developed, 
and some under-developed, systems of administration. Perhaps the most 
important and generally relevant of these may be comprised under the 
following headings: ( 1) governmental organization, (2) public finance, 
( 3) public personnel, ( 4) administrative management, and ( 5) planning. 
Each of these major aspects of administration is discussed in turn in the 
five immediately following sections of this report. · 

Section 2. GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 

31. The character of public administration will be influenced in the 
first place by the prevailing system of organization. In this respect it is 
important to observe whether the system has its roots in the past of the 
nation and to what extent its pattern has been derived from foreign sources. 
The traditional organizational problems revolve around the constitutional 
framework of the nation, raising such questions as: whether the constitu
tion is written or unwritten, whether the form of government is unitary 
or federative, of the cabinet or the presidential pattern, what is the resulting 
distribution of powers between the central and the subordinate authorities, 
and whether there is a strict line of demarcation between, and what are 
the relations among, the various major branches of government, such as 
the legislative, executive and judicial authorities. These demarcations are 
of general importance because, if impartial justice helps guard the freedom 
of the individual, a proper balance between the executive authority and 
the legislature may, in the constitutions of some nations, help to preserve 
their liberty and stability. 

32. In considering these demarcations, and particularly that between 
the legislative and executive power, it is necessary to segregate their 
essential character from the large variety of forms and relations that have 
developed in the course of history. The actual functioning of these two 
powers can never be wholly separated. In legislation and in the over-all 
determination of policy the political head of the executive and the 
legislature must be closely and continuously associated. On the other 
hand, it may be possible to draw a clearer line of demarcation b:tw:en 
the political and the administrative function, and between the orgamzatlon 
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of political and administrative authority. Political parties and periodical 
elections dominate in the political realm, whereas the administration forms 
a permanent and often a hierarchical structure, consisting of an appointed 
staff. Because of this difference in nature, intervention of one in the 
structure of the other may be harmful. The legislature, as a political arm 
of government, should abstain from using its controlling powers - either 
through the budget or otherwise - for the purpose of interfering with 
administrative and personnel management, while the administration should 
provide the necessary information to the legislature, should faithfully 
observe directives of general policy, and should maintain a complete 
impartiality towards the political parties. 

33. The main problems of governmental organization, however, are not 
always of this formal kind, especially in the experience of the new or 
under-developed countries seeking immediate results in accomplishing a 
development programme without having perfected their constitutional 
structure. The crucial organizational issues involve instead the interplay 
of political, social and economic forces operating within - or without -
the constitutional framework. They concern the dynamic questions of 
government organization, such as: where does the effective and decisive 
power reside within and -outside the government; what is the position of 
hereditary groups or bureaucratic elites; what are the powers or practices 
of intervention, in case of civil emergency or domestic discord, of such 
agencies as the military; what is the real power position of the cabinet, 
the congress, the courts, the king, the president, the pressure groups, the 
political parties, the press and the public? 

34. It is in the light mainly of these dynamic organizational issues that 
the more specific questions of administrative organization become signifi
cant. Administrative bureaux, branches, boards, departments, divisions 
and commissions are neither created, nor do they exist, primarily to fulfil 
standard principles of public administration. They are established in 
answer to certain needs. In under-developed areas, these needs will be 
expressed in relation to the most immediate problems of economic develop
ment and social amelioration and may tend to neglect longer-range con
siderations of administrative organization. On the other hand, a soundly 
organized administrative structure, following tested standards of organiza
tion, can do much to contribute to successful and steady economic and 
social development and to the stabilization of the constitutional framework 
and the political system generally. The factors which contribute to an 
effective administrative organization are, therefore, of prime importance. 

35. The primary organization units -ministries or departments or 
commissariats - among which the executive functions of the government 
are distributed, is a major subject of interest in the field of administrative 
organization. Here there is some uniformity in principle but abundant 
diversity in practice. Sometimes ministries and departments are organized 
on the basis of functional purpose such as a Ministry of Defence; some~ 
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times in accordance with a particular clientele served, such as a Department 
of Labour. Whichever basis for organization is employed, it is certain that 
alternative organizational bases will be applied by the same government 
in organizing other departments, or within the same department in organb 
ing its bureaux. Identical questions of organization arise when the bureaux 
establish their divisions, when the divisions establish their branches, and 
when the branches establish their units. Increasing attention is being given 
to the possibility of developing standard organization practices based upon 
comparative experience in industry and business as well as in government. 
But national habit, historical accident or fortuitous circumstance continue 
to play their part in determining administrative organization at all levels 
of government. And it is likely that these will be among the influences that 
will affect the establishment of the newer agencies required to administer 
the development programmes in under-developed countries. In any case, 
co-ordination among the various departments should be a matter of special 
and continuous interest in those new or under-developed countries where 
a lack of a tradition of integrated functioning and a certain fear of 
incursions into each other's field of authority tend to emphasize vertical 
subdivisions at the expense of horizontal contacts within the governmental 
structure. 

36. Experience points to two tested practices that might be advisably 
followed in the newer and less-developed areas. First, the number of 
departments and their subordinate agencies should be kept as low as 
possible in order to facilitate the executive's control in terms of a manage
able number of sub-executives reporting directly to him. Secondly, each 
of the departments or subordinate agencies should comprehend as many 
interrelated activities as possible; interrelated in terms of both existing 
activities. The object should be greater interrelationship of activities or 
administrative experience and anticipated . relationships with related 
functions and fewer individual departments and agencies. 

37. If a multiplicity of departments cannot be avoided for political or 
other practical reasons, committees ~f the cabinet, or of senior public 
servants, might be established to deal with major fields of government 
policy or activity such as those involved in an economic development 
programme. Similarly other boards or commissions may be established to 
accomplish new or special measures and reforms. However,'the committee 
or collegiate form of organization has generally been found to require 
the designation of a strong chairman or executive director or executive 
secretary or a secretariat of some kind upon which co-ordinating autho_rity 
or operational responsibility can be conferred. At the least there might 
be an ad hoc designation of a single member of the committee or com
mission to deal with each individual activity or project. Otherwise 
administrative uncertainty may prevail as to where responsibility lies for 
carrying out the collegiate decision. This is a particular danger in under
developed areas where the haste to produce results in undertaking new 
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a_ctivities and where _th~ shortage of skill and facilities leads to improvisa
t10n based on the ex1stmg structure rather than to more creative solutions 
of organizational questions. 

38. Among the more promising organizational devices are two that 
might be especially relevant to the · situation of those newer areas or 
under-developed countries which find themselves burdened with a shortage 
of administrative talent in the established departments and hampered by 
traditional routines and complex procedures. First a co-ordinating agency 
under the chief or central executive might be created for the purpose of 
achieving a. more integrated form of administrative. management and a 
greater degree of co-ordination of functions among the separate depart
ments. Secondly, autonomous authorities or public corporations, in
dependent of the existing departments and free from the normal rigid 
routines and formal procedures, might be established. The first of these 
is considered further in section 5 of this chapter, on administrative 
management, the second in section 6, on planning and development. 

39. There remains the general question of provincial or other autono
mous or semi-autonomous authorities. In some countries the states or 
provinces continue to exercise important functions of economic develop
ment or social welfare. It is at this point that local enterprise and initiative 
may be brought into play. The neglect of local government and provincial 
institutions, of municipal and rural affairs, may have a depressing effect 
upon the national development programmes, since the government may be 
compelled at least to collect information and data from the subordinate 

1 jurisdictions and possibly to seek their co-operation in the enforcement 
of measures. There is, moreover, in some of the most under-developed 
countries and depressed areas, a large degree of talent and initiative 
available among local agencies, a strength of community spirit and a will 
to profit or produce among their inhabitants which merely need direction 
in order to be a source of great stimulation to a development programme. 
Finally, some of the most pressing and vital problems facing a number 
of under-developed countries, such as population problems and problems 
of rural economy, cannot be solved without the active participation of 
local communities. 

40. Meanwhile, more responsibility might be delegated to the various 
administrative subdivisions and to the subordinate ranks of the public 
service. It might be suggested, as a general principle, that normally all 
authority which can be adequately exercised at a lower level should be 
delegated. Whether or not a particular function can actually be delegated 
may depend upon such variables as the experience and loyalty of sub
ordinate personnel, the maturity of the organization, the stability of the 
programme being administered, and the politically sensitive character of 
the activity concerned. Ordinarily, a new or controversial undertaking, 
such as those which may become part of a broad development programme 
in an under-developed country, may be tightly held in the hands of a high 
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executive. As pressing policy issues are determined, as precedents are 
established, and a7 personnel at lesser levels of authority are trained, more 
and more delegation can take place. 

41. There are certain types of authority particularly susceptible to 
delegation by an executive. These include: the making of day-to-day 
decisions in accordance with policy guides or accumulated facts already 
in the possession of subordinate officials, the disposition of correspondence, 
the transmittal of documents and the approval of official statements dealing 
with items and issues already covered by established policies; routine 
actions concerning personnel, finance, supply, and other internal manage
ment matters. 

42. The following are frequently considered non-delegable functions so 
far as the top executive of an agency is concerned: approval of requests 
for new legislation and for changes in higher policy; budgetary requests; 
general allocation of funds and manpower among the units of the organiza
tion; appointment of key personnel, at least those reporting directly to the 
executive; institution of major changes in administrative or management 
policies, including the authorization of major changes in organizational 
structure. 

43. Once the organization is established there will always be occasion 
to consider the need for reorganization. Newer or under-developed coun
tries may have to place their faith in a theory of reorganization that falls 
short of the ideal, as do indeed most developed countries in actual practice. 
Thus, the existing administrative framework mar. be accepted, and in 
lieu of any reorganization the emphasis may be placed upon a vigorous 
indoctrination and effective teamwork among the existing body of officials. 
Instead of reorganizing, it may be possible to accomplish more by installing 
revised procedures for the more effective correlation of the programmes 
and for the more efficient flow of work among the existing agencies and 
personnel. 

44. There should, however, be no vested interest in either the existing 
or the emerging organization. Nor should reorganization become an end 
in itself, or be applied without integration with the existing pattern of 
development, whether of indigenous or foreign origin. Structure and 
hierarchy, organization and reorganization are institutional means. Too 
often they remain unrelated to the objectives being served or the results 
being sought. The objectives of economic and social development are 
fundamentally matters of human welfare. \Vhen an organization fails to 
contribute to, or when it detracts from, this important purpose, new and 
more responsive organizational devices will have to be developed. 

Section 3. PUBLIC FINANCE 

45. Financial administration and fiscal management constitute one of 
. the most essential arms of public administration. This is especially so in 
connexion with the management of development programmes since, sooner 
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or later, economic development, whether it takes the form of govern
mental or non-governmental activities, results in the collection and 
expenditure of money with all the implied effects which that might have 
on both the public budget and the private economy. Furthermore the 
quality of the financial administration in itself has a direct and important 
effect on the efficiency of expenditure in the public administration, on the 
effectiveness of revenue collection, and on the spread of the tax burden 
among the public. The subject is of particular importance in cases where 
governmental deficits are recurrent and serious. In under-developed coun
tries, the related danger of chronic inflation to the economy and to the 
probity of the public administration jµstifies a high priority for the careful 
scrutiny of the financial administration. 

46. In both~developed and under-developed countries, the fiscal or 
financial agencies of government are likely to be always involved in the 
various channels· of public administration and in the several projects of 
economic development. Their main task is to facilitate financially these 
administrative and economic operations, but at the same time they have 
to apply financial controls at key check-points in order to ensure that 
financial outlays in the public administration and fiscal commitments in the 
development programme are authorized or necessary. Similar controls 
must be sought in order to ensure adequate taxes to support the public 
administration. In combining operations and control it should be a gauge 
of efficiency to have a maximum of the first protected by a minimum of 
the second. The various devices by which the public finances are managed 
may be described under the heading of revenue administration, budgeting, 
accounting and auditing, and debt administration. 

47. A system of revenue administration, in order to b~ fully effective, 
should produce enough taxes to help ensure fiscal solvency,· should be 
adapted to the methods of transacting business and affairs in the country, 
should be as simple and manageable as possible and should. bear a reason
ably intimate relationship to the economic base of the country. Unless the 
revenue ·system fits fundamental economic facts, there is little possibility 
of securing significant results from any attempts to improve its administra
tion. If, for example, a predominantly agrarian country in which barter 
exchange is prevalent, cash or money income is at a minimum, and the 
producer consumes much of his own production, chooses to rely heavily 
on a net income tax for an important part of its revenues, there is little 
point in trying to improve the administration of such a tax. Not only is it 
unsuited to such an economy, but the lack, under such conditions, of 
economic indicators by which enforcement might be evaluated would 
make it practically impossible to know definitely whether any administra
tive improvement had been achieved. 

48. In many under-developed countries, however, the economic issues 
are not always so dear cut. With respect to the applicability of the income 
tax, for example, there may be in addition to the rural population living 
in an agrarian or barter economy, a small but wealthy group living within 
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the money economy for which an appropriate form of the income tax 
may be desirable. Consequently an effective revenue system may have to 
spread its net over a whole range of available tax sources. In most 
under-developed countries, the main sources of revenue are likely to be 
property taxes, customs, excise taxes, income and inheritance taxes. Income 
from government enterprises or monopolies also constitutes a significant 
proportion of the revenues of a number of the under-developed countries. 

49. From an administrative point of vi!;!w the basic tool for effective 
property tax assessment is an adequate set of property surveys. However, 
some under-developed areas lack the more elementary devices, such as an 
accurate system of property descriptions in the country, a detailed tax 
map and sufficient appropriations to keep it up to date, or possibly even 
a base map upon which to superimpose assessment information. With 
respect to income taxation, the administrative shortages may be even more 
serious. \Vith respect to business or corporate income taxation, the neces
sary accounting skill may be lacking in the public service and the essential 
accounting data may not be made available by businesses, foreign or 
domestic. As far as salaries and wages are concerned, the advantages of 
enforcement at the source have been established. But excise, and especially 
sales, taxation sometimes suffers from more serious handicaps due to the 
greater dispersion of the objects of taxation and the sources of relevant 
information. Customs administration is made difficult by the fact that it 
is conducted in a setting in which officials and employees are subjected 
to more pressure than normally exists in other fields of revenue manage
ment. In few other fields of administration are service standards or morale 
more important. It may be advantageous for under-developed countries to 
reduce the number of separate ports of entry as a means of further 
facilitating customs collections and control. 

50. In its international aspects, too, revenue administration might be 
made more effective. Customs administration is intimately related , to 
international commercial practice and it would be desirable to employ 
standard titles and descriptions and internationally agreed-upon classifica
tions. At the same time, the tendency of some under-developed countries 
to confuse their customs administration with the enforcement of their 
exchange rate regulations might have to be seriously reconsidered. Inter
national co-operation in income tax administration can be facilitated by 
the use of the reciprocal administrative assistance provided under inter· 
national tax agreements. Although substantive adjustments of tax liability 
in favour of under-developed areas usually is the more important part of 
such agreements, this procedural device may nevertheless be of considerable 
importance to under-developed countries because many of their largest 
taxpayers are foreign corporations for which the necessary data may be 
available only in the country of origin. By using such international devices, 
the tax field might be used as the training ground for the corps of account· I 
ing or statistical specialists so urgently needed by under-developed 
countries in the field of international economics. 
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51. ~udget administration is perhaps even more immediately related to 
economic development and planning than is tax administration. This is 
the case because the budget is the government's programme reduced to the 
common denominator of money. In its more comprehensive form the 
consolidated budget includes, besides a general indication of the expected 
revenues, the current budget of anticipated expenditure for the operation 
of all government agencies; the capital outlay or investment budget of 
the government; other public finance schedules and data such as the 
budgets of government-owned enterprises and public corporations, or at 
least their net contributions or net losses to the ordinary budget; debt 
retirement data; and summary data for special trust funds, including 
those of the public pension or the unemployment compensation systems. 
Some highly developed countries append or incorporate some data showing 
the financial plans or budgets of the private sector of the economy, a 
practice that is sometimes referred to as social accounting. It would seem 
that this practice, as well as the use of the budget as an instrument for 
programming, would be especially relevant to the needs of under-developed 
countries seriously concerned with planning for all forms of social and 
economic development, whether they are carried on by private. or public 
enterprises. 

52. While comprehensiveness in budgeting is an ultimate objective to 
be sought by under-developed areas seriously trying to secure a balanced 
development of their entire economy, it is a technical refinement which 
cannot be achieved quickly by countries still struggling with the more 
elementary problems of -efficiently budgeting the limited funds of their 
own public household, while seeking ways and means to accomplish 
broader results in the economic and social field. As important as compre
hensiveness at the early stage of budget improvement is the need to achieve 
a classification which will not only be useful for the purposes of administra
tive planning and expenditure control, but which will also clearly show 
what the economic and social development programme is actually to be. 
This may require further refinement of the budg!!t technique by perfecting 
units of measure showing concrete performance in terms other than 
money, especially in such fields as health, employment, education and 
consumption. Although the theory and technique of performance budget
ing are still being evolved in certain developed countries, it is possible 
that under-developed areas will be quick to grasp its possibilities in helping 
to carry out their development programme. 

53. Moreover, budgetary specification must be in some form which 
facilitates, on the one hand, legislative adoption or formal approval of 
the budget by the competent constitutional authority, and on the other 
hand, administrative enforcement or budgetary accounting by the budget
ing agency or authority. The drafting and adoption of the budget is only 
a first. stage. Budget execution, together with all of its specialized tech
niques of allotting or encumbrancing the budgetary accounts, represents 
an equally important stage. By these means, budgeting becomes a sharp 
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tool of financial administration in the general system of public administra
tion and management control. There is sometimes a tendency in under
developed countries to emphasize the mere preparation of a well-conceived 
budget, but the crucial need is to live within the terms of the budget and 
thus to accomplish both the administrative and the development plan. 
For this reason the organization and, especially, the personnel provided 
to conduct the budget processes are of the utmost importance. No less 
important will be the organization and personnel of, the other central 
agencies responsible, like the budget agency, for influencing the broad 
allocation of the country's financial resources; the central banks, the 
statistical agencies which compile basic financial data or refine the key 
economic indicators, and any new development corporations or banks 
which may be created and authorized to make decisions as to fiscal 
priorities affecting the economic and social developmental programmes. 

54. Important also are the accounting methods and auditing procedures 
whereby governments verify public expenditures, thereby helping to 
establish public faith in the public finances. Accounting and auditing are 
not only devices which test the probity of the public administration, but 
are also a source of protection to administrative officials, responsible for 
sizable public funds. Involved here are not only considerations of domestic 
public opinion, but also - what may be of even more importance to 
developing programmes - foreign reactions as to the under-developed 
area's fiscal management and its credit standing in the international invest
ment market. It is in relation to this problem that accurate accounting of 
the public debt, or meaningful distinctions between current and capital 
accounts, may become fully as important as a budget which is merely 
balanced in a nominal sense. The particular tools here are also as varied 
as they are in other aspects of financial administration. There are pre
audits of individual expenditures which are carried on continually and 
internally; there are post-audits which are carried on annually by 
independent authorities, who may report directly to the legislature. It is 
likely, in any case, that many under-developed areas would find it 
advantageous to invite some international assistance at the auditing and 
accounting, as well as the budgeting and borrowing stages of the financial 
administration. 

Section 4. PUBLIC PERSONNEL 

55. The quality of public administration is in large measure determined 
by the devotion, ability and honesty of the public personnel. No administra
tive system can be better than the men and women who conduct, indeed it 
might be said, who personify it. The most serious defects in administration 
are frequently those arising from inferior personnel practices. Conversely, 
the raising of personnel standards is often the most substantial way to 
achieve lasting results for a sound public administration and a stable 
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development programme. Consequently, the criteria of good personnel 
administration which appear to have fairly universal validity are worthy 
of careful consideration. 

56. An effective career service calls for selection on the basis of merit, 
rea~onable assurance of tenure, an orderly classification of positions, an 
equitable salary plan, adequate opportunities for promotion based on 
meritorious ,service, and a proper system of retirement. A stable personnel 
system generally requires, in addition, a code or statute defining the rights 
and responsibilities of civil servants. A government service in which 
individual salaries are fixed arbitrarily or haphazardly, with little or no 
relation to qualifications, duties or responsibilities, is not conducive to 
good morale. It is true that the modern techniques of job classification, 
as well as individual decisions concerning salary adjustments, are subject 
to constant debate. However, there must be a personnel plan, including a 
pay plan broadly conceived, centrally controlled, and also thoroughly 
understood by the employees, if constant wrangling over public personnel 
matters is to be avoided. Personnel classification, if at all applicable to an 
under-developed country, may have to be simple and flexible, especially 
in its early stages. The basis for the classification should take into con
sideration, along with formal training or diplomas, practical and successful 
experience in administration. Under-developed, as well as developed 
countries may experience sooner than they expect some of the difficulties 
of personnel administration, unless they are ready to install some minimum 
of rational personnel practices pari passu with the intensification of their 
developmental programmes and the proliferation of their staff. 

57. The merit principle should govern selection for as wide a range of 
public positions as feasible, the entire public service if possible. The 
strength of the public service will depend upon ~he widespread under
standing that, in practice, the normal way to get a government job is to 
be the best man available. The techniques of merit selection, such as 
competitive examinations, are, it is true, far from being scientifically 
perfect, and it is clear here, as it is in other aspects of public administra
tion, that procedures which will work in one .culture or area may not be 
applicable in another. In under-developed countries particularly there 
may be so few candidates who deem themselves at all qualified to apply 
that a competitive system of selection would be completely inappropriate. 
Nevertheless, and the heart of the point is here, the recruitment system 
should strive toward the merit principle and must leave no room - for 
personal favouritism, nepotism, or strictly partisan considerations. It may 
be advisable to introduce into the personnel system specific measures to 
counteract petty and political pressures. 

58. While jobs which are to be filled on a non-competitive or political 
basis should be limited, certain appointments of a political or non
competitive nature may in some countries be necessary, particularly at the 
higher levels of responsibility, in order to guarantee the proper enforcement 
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of new policies, especially in under-developed countries where an adequate 
merit system has not yet been established. The number of such appoint
ments should, however, be so limited as not to counter the essential trend 
toward the merit system. 

59. Skilled and trained public servants are in increasing demand today 
by both developed and under-developed countries. One of the first matters 
of concern, in the personnel programmes of under-developed countries, 
may therefore have to be the facilities available for the technical prepara
tion and the general education of the public service. Technical training 
without adequate primary education, and professional training without 
sufficient general or liberal education, will not be enough to provide the 
specialized or intellectual skills required to sustain a developmental pro
gramme over a long period of years. Whether the technical training 
programme should be conducted by existing educational institutions at 
home or abroad, whether the system of civil service examinations and 
appointments should be carefully integrated with the existing educational 
system, and whether there should be an organized programme of in-service 
training will depend on a variety of local factors. What seems to be 
essential, however, is some central direction which could encompass all 
of the necessary training efforts. It is worth keeping in mind that a training 
programme is necessarily a long-term project and that special training of 
various kinds needed for government service - for example, engineering, 
economics, finance - will also be valuable for service in non-governmentai 
institutions. 

60. It might be possible by means of such systematic training in public 
administration to lay the cornerstone for a professional corps of civil 
servants, skilled in general' administration, who can man the top posts in 
a wide variety of substantive or functional fields, and who can particularly 
serve in the newer agencies as they appear in the course of the develop
mental programme. In the early stages it may be necessary to recruit 
administrators from outside the permanent service for specific programmes 
and projects, for which technical assistance may be secured from foreign 
or possibly United Nations sources. But the growth of an administrative 
corps for government-wide assignments will have the advantage of making 
available the necessary range of managerial competence required in the 
top branches of each important department, of stimulating the development 
of a sound administrative tradition, and of providing promotion incentives 
for the ablest of the career employees. 

61. Systematic methods of recruitment and selection, possibly as an 
early phase of a general system of personnel management to be perfected 
later, should be installed as soon as possible under the direction of a 
competent personnel staff. Ultimately it would seem that some central 
personnel body would be necessary to perform the whole range of per
sonnel functions. Meanwhile, it might prove advantageous to designate 
a board or commission of eminent, responsible and representative citizens 
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· to inquire into the status of the existing system of public service and to 
make recommendations for the future. 

62. It may turn out to be necessary, in order to obtain managers of 
sufficient experience in the developmental fields and to attract a sufficient 
number of technicians at the higher levels of professional competence, to 
offer much higher salaries and to provide entirely different conditions of 
service. The danger of undermining the morale and efficiency of the rest 
of the government service has of course to be taken into account. In any 
case, wider responsibilities might have to be assigned to public servants 
than would normally be the case. Senior officials may have to be given 
the added responsibility of quickly training understudies, assigned to 
them for this purpose from the junior ranks. Supplemental forms of 
compensation or public honours might have to be provided. It might 
even be necessary to tap regional and local authorities for able public 
servants and, indeed, to provide an organized system of alternation and 
mobility in the public service as between the centre and the provinces. 

63. To build a career service with merit as its base, where none has 
existed before, is a most difficult task. It will require a transition period, 
in which the break from established and perhaps traditional practices may 
have to be gradual unless the entire reform is to be jeopardized. Those 

! already in the service will probably have to be treated quite differently 
from those still to be recruited. Certain forms of additional training may 
have to be developed for that purpose. Experience in a number of countries 
seems to indicate that the large majority of incumbents will have to be 
granted "career" status. For a more rapid transition, on the other hand, 
an accelerated retirement plan may be feasible, and some kind of qualifica
tion examination, perhaps for· the single purpose of eliminating those 
without a minimum of competence, may also be worth consideration. On 
the positive side a civil service efficiently organized, adequately trained, 
and recruited from all levels of society may become one of the most 
effective instruments of national integration and a means of awakening an 
active and intelligent interest in government among the citizens. 

64. As a final point on the subject of public personnel, it seems desirable 
to call attention to the report produced by the United Nations Seminar on 
Public Personnel Management which met at Headquarters from N ovem
ber 1950 to January 1951. This report1 which will be included in a more 
extensive compilation of materials from this Seminar to be published by 
the United Nations, was prepared by the experienced government officials 
of the twenty countries represented. The report outlines a set of funda
mental principles and general practices that might be adopted by govern
ments in the personnel field. Because of its comprehensive and rather 
technical nature, it may be most useful to those countries which have 
already made distinct progress in the personnel field and which are at 

1 The report was reproduced in the periodical Personnel Administration, vol. 14, 
no. 4, 1951. 
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pres~nt interested in. enlarging and refining their programme. The report 
1s wort~y- of th~ n~hce of any governmen~ that wishes. to plan for long
range c1v1l service improvement parallel with a continumg programme of 
economic and social development. 

Section 5. ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 

65. The degree to which a country marshals its governmental organiza
tion, its public finances, and its public personnel in order to achieve a 
purposeful management of its public affairs will depend on the prevailing 
theory and practice of administrative management at the higher levels of 
governmental control. The con~rete problems that fall within the sphere 
of administrative management include: co-ordination of administrative 
programmes; co-ordination of the existing departments, ministries or 
services; establishment, when necessary, of new departments; reorganization 
of existing departments; installation of new administrative procedures and 
methods; studies of the work-load and the flow of work within operating 
units as a basis for decisions concerning reorganization, revised procedures, 
or modifications in the size of the personnel establishment. These are the 
questions that repeat themselves throughout the administrative structure, 
and therefore require central or co-ordinated decisions. 

66. However, the instruments of administrative management are of 
value only if they contribute to the accomplishment of programmes and 
priorities of a substantive nature and are of little use if they merely add to 
the existing administrative overhead already overburdened with unneces
sary routines and procedures. The ultimate objective of administrative 
management is to secure collective action among the various departments 
of the government directed towards the elimination of conflicts, the co
ordination of policies, and the integration of enforcement measures. In 
parliamentary forms of government, this is generally accomplished at the 
cabinet level; in presidential forms it may be carried out in the chief 
executive's office. Special machinery to accomplish this purpose might 
be established within the cabinet or within the chief executive's office. This 
might take the form of a cabinet secretariat or a council of state, or a 
closely knit group of personal assistants in the chief executive's office, 
or a council of senior statesmen, or of influential civil servants. 

67. One of the most important functions which such central executive 
machinery might undertake is to provide a point at which all draft legisla· 
tion emanating from individual ministries or departments is cleared. More 
difficult, but just as important, might be the carrying on, under the chief 
executive's direction, of liaison with the other major branches or centres 
of power in the State, including the legislature or legislative commit~e~s, 
diplomatic authorities, the higher judicial authorities, or military authorities 
having a special status, either normally or in times of emergency. 

68. Perhaps the most continuing purpose of administrative management 
is to establish and maintain programme control by means of appropriate 
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proc:dural controls. This requires the enforcement of carefully selected 
routmes and procedures at strategic points in the flow of administrative 
wo:k. Since this phase of administrative management involves both organi
zation and methods, some countries have been led to establish so-called 
Organization and Methods ( 0 and M) offices, known in other countries 
as divisions of Administrative Management, or under similar titles. 

69. 0 and M offices are designed to accomplish the following objectives: 
( 1) promotion of organizational, administrative and procedural uniformity 
for the whole government service where it is advantageous to do so; 
(2) improvement of the quality of government operations by providing 
expert organizational, administrative and procedural services, which a large 
number of separate departments, each concerned with its primary responsibil
ities, cannot achieve ; ( 3) relieving the established departments from the 
distraction of carrying out organizational, administrative, or routine func
tions necessary for, but not integral parts of, their own operations; and 
( 4) the achievement of government-wide economies in material or personnel 
by rendering such service. 

70. 0 and M agencies are frequently placed under the chief executive 
or in some ministry or department close to him. Some countries have 
tried to combine their various auxiliary administrative agencies, including 
their central personnel or budget agencies, with their O and M office, 
thus establishing an independent ministry or department responsible for 
government-wide administrative matters of this nature. Others have placed 
their services under one or more of the existing departments or ministries, 
frequently the treasury or finance department. A few have brought some 
of these agencies and functions into the executive office of the chief 
executive himself. Whatever the form, the object is to bring together the 
agencies engaged in, or working in direct relationship to, the field of 
administrative management. 

71. With relation to under-developed countries, a revealing test of the 
adequacy of administrative management might be to inquire into the ways 
in which new departments or ministries are organized and assisted in the 
early stages of their existence. Is there any machinery for administrative 
management to provide central advice and assistance in the establishment 
of these newer agencies? This does not mean that an under-developed 
country need be seriously handicapped in establishing a new activity 
merely because there is no central office to assist it with O and M services. 
A vigorous department head of the new agency or an experienced civil 
servant in an established department might, by virtue of his wisdom. or 
experience, designate some qualified person or persons to act as an O and M , 
staff might act under the same circumstances. The existence of a pool for 
whatever talent is available in this field, however, whether it takes the form 
of an O and M office or not, might be invaluable to a country planning to 
engage in a series of development projects requiring new or reorganized 
agencies. Essentially, the O and M office is a service agency to help 
departments perform their own service functions with greater despatch. 
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72. Since the central auxiliary agencies dealing with individual subjects 
like budgeting or personnel were themselves created to co-ordinate formerly 
disparate activities, the establishment of central offices of administrative , 
management suggests that the process is one of co-ordinating the co
ordinating agencies. Certainly this may appear so to under-developed coun
tries, some of which have not yet taken the first step of establishing central 
personnel agencies, or, in some cases, even a central budget agency. 
There is a real danger that the attempt to impose O and M offices or higher 
agencies of administrative management upon administrative systems that 
have not yet established the most elementary central services or the simplest 
forms of administrative management will confuse rather than assist under
developed nations in making their administrative plans for their develop
ment programmes. In such cases, the possibilities of central executive 
agencies might be more readily appreciated when these areas devote their 
attention to the necessity for, and the possibility of, co-ordination on the 
substantive side of their development programmes. This brings us to the 
subject of planning and development as a final factor of public administration. 

Section 6. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

73. For the effective administration of development projects, governments 
have found it convenient to give increasing attention to the general practice 
of planning. In fact, governmental planning may be the most determining 
influence in any programme of economic and social development or adminis
trative reform. Broadly conceived, the elements of the planning function 
include: ( 1) inventory of natural resources, existing capacity to produce, 
manpower and human resources, and financial resources; (2) analysis 
of past, and forecasting of future, trends in the light of the data in ( 1) ; 
( 3) selection of those projects that might hold the key to the quicker 
priming of the total development programme; ( 4) assignment of more 
precise priorities and actual time-scheduling of projects in relation to the 
considerations in ( 3) ; ( 5) co-ordination of the specific development projects 
with the rest of the governmental programme and with the social services; 
( 6) creation or selection of proper administrative agencies for the efficient 
execution of plans within the total programme. 

74. Although the various parts of a general development programme may 
be separable, there are intimate relationships between economic and social, 
governmental and non-governmental, fiscal and administrative plans. For 
example, a sound fiscal or revenue programme designed to support an 
economic development programme, may fail to accomplish its broad purpose 
unless there are simultaneous measures of social development. It is not 
merely that an economic project for expanding productivity is not 
politically feasible without giving attention to a social plan for genuinely 
increasing the standard of living. There are technical reasons why the two 
must go hand in hand. Unless a better educational and training programme 
is available to prepare skilled workers, unless a more usable highway 
or transportation system essential to the construction or operation of the 
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new project is planned, unless greater public health measures for the 
efficiency of the P?P~lation are provided, the development project may 
break down. For s1m1lar reasons, there should be provided, parallel with 
the _p;anne? p_rojects for social and economic development, plans for 
ad1:11?1strative improvement, governmental reorganization, public personnel 
tra11:11:g, a1:d fiscal management, in order to enable the system of public 
~dm1mstrat10n to _carry the additional load which is sure to be thrown upon 
it. Careful plannmg may be particularly desirable in order to ensure a 
policy of gradual and balanced execution which does not overload the 
existing machinery of government and provides for consolidation of each 
phase before the next one is started. 

7$! Between the formulation of ambitious plans and the actual realiza
tion of a simple programme or one development project, much - or little -
can happen. Nothing will be more disheartening and, in the long run, more 
disastrous than the failure to execute a fine plan or the abandonment of 
half-finished projects. If the choice is apt to be between waiting for a 
complete and perfect plan o-n the one hand, and making a. concrete start on 
the basis of an incomplete plan on the other, the latter may under certain 
circumstances be preferable. The demonstration that certain phases of an 
over-all programme can progress rapidly toward concrete results may be 
well worth the risk that minor difficulties might have been avoided by long 
delays. It is no contradiction to say that sufficient flexibility must be 
maintained in the developmental programme to permit constant modifications 
and improvements as things progress. 

76. · Perhaps one of the most concrete opportunities for planning resides 
in the government's own construction plan or public works programme. 
Where capital investment is lacking generally, the government's programme 
may constitute the bulk of the engineering and construction work in the 
country. From the fiscal point of view, an important question is whether 
public works planning takes the form of capital budgeting over a sufficiently 
long period of time. In this respect, attention may have to be given to : 
(1) the need to constantly maintain up-to-date construction plans, spanning 
a five-year period, more or less; (2) due separation of current costs for 
repair and maintenance from the capital costs of the original construction ; 
(3) long-term provision of the capital funds for replacement after the _ 
project has continued through its expected period of existence. -

77. Such public works programmes raise the general question of how the 
planning process and the budgeting process are to be linked. Certainly . 
any planning programme to be administratively effective must be closely 
co-ordinated with the government's budgetary programme. The financial 
aspects of national planning - particularly the relative shares of public 
funds that can be allocated to various projects, the extent to which public 
borrowing is necessary or feasible, the net effect of projects which them
selves will produce some income - cannot be ignored if specific plans, 
programmes or projects are to be properly financed. It is at the budgeting 
stage that priorities among the various projects in a general plan will have 
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to be assigned. Such a process of selection also implies co-ordination in 
timing among the component parts of the general programme. 

78. Little can be done without at least a reasonable minimum of basic 
data and reliable statistics. In a sense, the effective marshalling of data, 
in which the statistical method plays an important role, is the primary and 
basic tool of governmental planning. Basic statistics will have to be made 
available in the following fields: ( 1) agriculture, industry, employment, 
prices, foreign trade, balance of payments, banking, credit, transportation, 
government revenue, expenditures and debt; (2) distributive shares of 
the national income showing figures for wages, interest, investment; 
( 3) demographic and social statistics showing births, death, morbidity, 
migration, literacy, level of education, general and technical; ( 4) internal 
governmental statistics on cost of the public service and public personnel 
statistics, including S,!laries, age in relation to grade in the personnel 
establishment, employment turnover, rates of recruitment, and training. 

79. Further, the degree of success of whatever development programmes 
are undertaken - the extent to which there has been a more fruitful employ
ment of the nation's basic resources, natural and human - must be judged 
on evidence which is primarily statistical in nature. The subjects of im
portance here are : ( 1) the effectiveness of the land-use programme, as 
measured by the increased yield per unit of such main crops as foods, 
fibres and other agricultural raw materials or forest products; (2) the 
improved use and conservation of water and mineral resources ; and 
( 3) a more effective employment of manpower, including the accretion of 
administrative and technical training, experience and skill. 

80. The most pointed statistics which might help to weigh the extent 
to which progress has been made are the following: ( 1) infant mortality 
and average life span; (2) literacy and average number of years of schooling; 
( 3) per capita income, family incomes, and percentage of national income 
ploughed back into investment; ( 4) balance of payments and rate of 
retirement of the foreign· debt; and ( 5) average calorie consumption and 
the amount of horsepower being added to manpower. 

81. In this connexion, the relation between the statistical services 
available in a given country and the work of United Nations in the field 
of economic, social and governmental statistics might be explored by under
developed areas. Moreover, the organization of the statistical services, 
especially in these countries, may have much to do with the quality of the 
statistics. The tendency in some countries is to concentrate much of the 
statistical work in a single unit placed as close as possible to the central 
planning or development agency. 

82. In examining the existing machinery for the central planning function 
itself, it may be helpful to review the various patterns which have developed. 
Because of the relationship between planning and the urgent search for 
rapid economic development, there is a tendency to place the planning 
function in the highest reaches of the administrative hierarchy. In some 
cases it is located in the office of the chief executive ( or prime minister) 
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?i1?self. In ot~er_ c~ses it_ is established as a separate ministry. Sometimes 
it 1s located w1thm or ad3acent to a major agency of fiscal control such as 
a finance ministry or a budget office. As another alternative it is in a 

• • l ' 

mm1s~ry of economics. Finally, there is the collegiate type of central 
planning agency, sometimes taking the form of a council of ministers. 

83. There are a number of advantages to thus centralizing the preparation 
of broad plans in one agency or service. But this is not to say that other 
departments of government do not have an important planning role within 
their respective spheres. On the contrary, it is essential that they be 
brought into the planning process. A national plan which is overly central
ized has little to commend it. On the other hand a national plan which is 
broadly co-ordinated but which leaves to the separate agencies and sub
ordinate levels much of the detailed planning responsibilities may well 
succeed. Most departments which are competently run, quite naturally tend 
to believe the activities in which they are engaged are the most important 
of the government and deserving of the highest share of the government's 
funds. But if the broad lines of national planning are fixed, the legitimate 
requests of the various agencies can be more readily assessed. Balancing 
this process with the necessity of having the primary administrative depart
ments participate in and come to the support of the over-all plan is .a 
delicate but essential task. One of the best devices for accomplishing it is · 
to delegate responsibility for planning the details to individual departments 
which would be responsible for refining specific sections of the co-ordinated 
plan. 

84. Effective planning requires even wider participation than this. If 
the legislature is not kept fully informed or satisfied with regard to central 
planning, it may make decisions or appropriations concerning programmes 
or projects which might seriously interfere with the over-all plans. Local 
authorities, too, though they might have a tendency to overemphasize their 
own needs, are essential partners in the national plan. There is, moreover, 
the possibility of regional plans to accomplish programmes which might 
help to give to the national plan a multi-purpose resource-use character. 
There are, finally, the non-governmental plans of private enterprises which 
are related. Countries seeking to effectuate development programmes may 
thus find it necessary to deconcentrate rather than to centralize some phases 
of planning, while retaining at the centre the power to make the essentiaJ 
minimum of decisions. One way to develop an adequate body of planning 
as well as administrative skill is not to centralize but to share responsibility 
and authority with provincial or municipal authorities, private or co
operative agencies, and mixed or public corporations. 
· 85. The public corporation is one of the more recent devices designed 

to facilitate development activities. Both developed and under-developed 
countries have found that a new programme can sometimes be facilitated by 
this type of autonomous or semi-autonomous agency, or by mixed public
private corporations, or simply by means of a concession or a management 
contract to an independent corporation, firm or individual.i While the 
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public corporation or the autonomous agency may satisfy the objective of 
achieving swifter administration freed from the formal regulations or 
routines imposed upon the regularly established agencies, careful con
sideration must be given to the composition of the autonomous board 
of directors, the necessity of assuring a proper degree of conformance to 
higher executive or legislative directives, and the need to substitute an 
effective system of governmental controls for those from which the 
autonomous body is exempted - budgeting, accounting, auditing, staffing, 
purchasing. The object is to ensure governmental control but to clothe the 
public corporation with the more independent and flexible operating 
characteristics of the private corporation. Another attraction of the public 
corporation - intangible but important - is the value of giving dramatic 
and symbolic expression in this manner to the single development project 
or to the broad development programme for which it might be made 
responsible. 

86. In fact one of the main needs of planning and development of this 
kind is widespread support among the public. Consideration might be 
given to the publication of explanatory material about the development 
plan at the appropriate stage in order to obtain public understanding and 
public support. A carefully devised public relations programme of this 
kind might also help to encourage the planning specialists who may lose 
faith in the planning technique unless their work is understood beyond 
their own specialized drcles. 

87. Broad development plans in which there is wide understanding mean 
that citizens and authorities learn to look ahead, to weigh alternatives, 
to assess priorities, in short, to plan. Engineers, technicians and adminis
trators within the government and outside get a more comprehensive view 
of their jobs, and their sense of responsibility and initiative for further 
planning grows. Private individuals and groups become informed about 
the government's intentions, and they begin to plan too, within the broader 
plan. In under-developed countries there is frequently an air of expectation 
about planning and development, and if the plans are well conceived and · 
widely appreciated there is little reason why citizens should be let down. 

88. Realization of plans will depend in large measure upon the grade of 
the planning personnel and especially upon their ability to help translate 
and transmit the plans to those responsible for execution and operations. 
Planning for economic and social development under the stimulation of a 
deliberate programme to convert an under-developed country into a more 
productive one and a better place to live is significant and dramatic enough 
to command the best brains and the hardest workers in the country. The 
established agencies and ministries may not only be tapped for able per
sonnel but may actually be· assigned to carry out some of the newer and 
more dramatic development activities ; otherwise the talent and facilities 
of the existing personnel will continue to be spent in carrying on the old 
functions in existing ways with little addition to the totality of public 
services and public administration. What is certain is that plans drawn up 
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in a detached agency, without the participation and ,support of the officials 
most responsible-for carrying them out, will be hard to realize. For many 
countries outside assistance in planning will be essential and desirable. Every 
technical assistance mission of the United Nations will, in a sense, have 
the opportunity of contributing to, and bringing outside expertise to bear 

. upon, national planning in the economic, social and administrative spheres. 



Chapter 3 

MEASURES FOR IMPROVEMENT OF 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. DETERMINATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PRIORITIES 

89. As was said before there are some standards and guides in the field 
of public administration which would help countries seeking administrative 
assistance to select the most workable administrative devices for the solution 
of economic and social problems. When it comes, however, to the question 
of choosing, from among the various mechanisms and techniques, those 
most likely to provide the maximum results in the shortest time, the problem 
becomes more difficult. Obviously the situation of each country, whether 
developed or under-developed, differs with respect to its administrative 
needs and practices, and administrative priorities will be affected accordingly. 

90. It is not possible to say that the installation of administrative changes 
can be strictly tied in with the sequence of economic and social develop
ments. The art and science of public administration tends to be a general 
one and consequently it is not feasible to proceed as though the technical 
programme for agriculture, for example, could be accompanied by an 1 

administrative plan for reorganization only of the agricultural agencies, 
for the recruiting solely of agricultural administrators, for the budgeting 
only of the agricultural services, and for the revision solely of procedures 
relating to the administrative management of agricultural functions. Simi
larly, the timing of technical developments and reforms in these factors 
of public administration cannot be tied primarily to the particular pro
grammes for resource development, water-power, industrial production or 
public health. 

91. In many instances, the administrative and managerial phases may 
have to precede and lay the ground for the economic and social develop
ments. In other cases, administrative priorities may be given the barest 
consideration. It is quite conceivable that in certain countries and circum
stances, one or a few subject-matter programmes - a health programme, 
a water-power project, a welfare programme, a petroleum project- should 
be given thorough emphasis and furnished with the minimum of administra
tive requirements, leaving the government-wide problems of public admin
istration for future solution. Dramatic achievement in a single economic 
or social field, where the public demand and pressure for some accomplish
ment is great, may do more to give an impetus to the whole development 
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programme than slower progress of more general coverage, including 
government-wide administrative improvements. , 

92. It might therefore be more feasible to approach the problem of 
a_dministr~tive priorities and timing by choosing between the broad alterna
tives ?f either a comprehensive reconstruction of public administration, or 
se!ective changes in particular factors of public administration, just as it 
might be equally feasible to consider whether the public administration 
phase of the development programme should be long-range or short~range, 
or whether it should restrict itself to changes that might be brought about 
merely by executive decision instead of requiring extensive constitutional 
or legislative revision. It would be highly desirable to prefer the compre
hensive and the long-range approach, but the pressure on time and resources 
and the political and psychological urge for concrete accomplishments in 
the economic and social field as against administrative projects which are 
seemingly of less immediate import, makes it impossible to disregard the 
necessity for a high degree of selection of administrative projects for the 
purpose of serving short-run needs, with the hope that the individual 
decisions will contribute to a well-conceived long-range and comprehensive 
reform of the public administration. . 

93. By applying this approach to each of the five main factors of public 
administration, we may possibly arrive at some determination of .adminis
trative priorities. Clearly, factor number one is the over-all planning and 
development phase which has just been discussed in its broadest adminis
trative outlines. Meanwhile, planning in the separate subject-matter fields 
might be encouraged to proceed as continuously as possible. This should not 
be too difficult, in view of the readiness on the part of a few isolated subject
matter specialists working in public works, public health, and in other 
specialized lines in the under-developed countries, to engage, sometimes 
enthusiastically, in the concrete formulation of projects, once they are 
encouraged to do so under the impetus of general development plans. 

· 94. Because of the characteristic shortage of skilled human resources in 
under-developed areas, the public personnel factor within the context of 
the general plan should be given the highest priority. Among the particular 
needs here are : ( 1) a list of the top administrators in all of the government 
agencies; (2) an inventory of available administrative talent at the inter
mediate as well as higher levels in technical as well as in executive positions; 
( 3) a national register of technical, scientific, administrative and possibly 
clerical personnel ; and ( 4) an estimate of all personnel needs required 
to accomplish the developmental programme. Obviously, the pressure of 
events will not permit all of these to be undertaken at once. Perhaps a 
first step is to make a government-wide inventory of the talents available, 
especially at the higher and intermediate executive levels of general adminis
trative competence and experience, but not neglecting, if possible, a survey 
of the available subject-matter specialists in agricultural administration, 
forestry administration, public works administration, power and irrigation, 
economics, statistics, law, engineering, and accounting. 
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95. If, after such an inventory, the essential administrative leadership 
for the early economic and social projects being undertaken does not seem 
to be available within the government, sources in the commercial, social, 
and cultural organizations might be studied and tapped for personnel. 
Furthermore, if the - pressure in some subject-matter fields is not too 
great, it might be possible to release for training the more promising but less 
e..xperienced executives at the intermediate level, particularly to build up a 
back-log of talem in some of the specialized fields of public administration 
itself, such as budgeting or personnel administration, fiscal management 
or statistical services. If the shortage of subject-matter specialists is the 
dominating consideration from the beginning, it will be necessary to meet 
these requirements directly. It would, nevertheless, be a serious mistake 
if the marshalling and training of administrative talent is retarded in favour 
of the preparation of specialists bearing titles more concretely related to 
the specific or the dramatic elements of the economic and social development 
programme. 

96. Whether an under-developed area should work on the theory of 
providing technicians who are good administrators, or the alternative 
theory of developing good administrators who can manage, but not carry 
on, the subject-matter techniques, will continue to be a moot question in 
technical assistance, as it is in public administration generally, throughout 
the world. It would be well if no single open-and-shut answer were attempted 
to this theoretical question. No doubt, practical decisions regarding adminis
trative priorities will have to be made in the liglit of some sound adminis
trative theory, but the theory should preferably be a flexible one which 
would permit alternative approaches to this problem, as the development 
situation waxes and wanes. 

97. Meanwhile, greater mobility of the available administrative personnel 
might be provioed in order to overcome the scarcity of human resources. 
This may be accomplished by a freer system of inter-departmental transfer 
under the direction of the higher executive authority, since the characteristic 
departmental isolation will require some such intervention. If provincial 
or district administration play an important part in the system of public 
administration, rotation of the most skilled officials can be undertaken with 
simultaneous assignments of junior understudies, who can take over as soon 
as possible and thus release the most experienced senior administrators for 
other duties. The same system of preparing juniors can be used at various 
levels of government, and more room at higher levels of responsibility can 
be made for them by a programme of accelerated retirement of superannuated 
personnel. A government-wide or departmental system of in-service training 
can meanwhile be started. Early integration of the personnel programme 
with the educational system may be necessary because of the tendency to 
raise educational requirements for positions without raising salaries. Scholar
ships in public administration for promising candidates will have to be made 
available long enough beforehand to provide a continued flow of talent, as 
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the economic, social and governmental undertakings and commitments 
become heavier. 

98. Consideration must be given to the factor of financial admini~tration 
wit? an e':Ilp?asis o?- those aspects which are distinctly related to th~ 
various pnonty projects, administrative as well as economic. Thus the 
budgeting te:hniques, the statistical service, the system of accountini the 
revenue services and above all the provision of adequate funds to finance 
the. cost ?f !~e personnel and other administrative changes, will constitute 
maJor pnonties on the agenda of the reconstructed financial administration 
of the government. 

9~. _Wit~ regard to the organizational factor, the existing system of 
adm1mstrat1ve departments and other agencies, and the prevailing distri
bution of functions among them, will meanwhile have to be generally 
scrutinized. Here, the first step should always be the co-ordination of efforts 
for a given purpose within the existing framework; the indoctrination of 
public servants as to the necessity of teamwork regardless of the structural 
shortcomings which are going to be solved only over the long-range period. 
The clearer reassignment of functions and the establishment of a more 
workable hierarchy, within the context of the newer development programme 
and th.e limits of financial possibility, should come next. A thorough recon
struction of existing machinery may be necessary, but in most cases it may 
be advisable to proceed gradually with the structural changes. A decision 
of the type and qualifications of the leading officers should come first; the 
personnel structure may thus be more important than the organizational 
structure. Finally there might be undertaken a redefinition and division 
of duties, functions and responsibilities. Stricter correlation of functions, 
more definite devices for co-ordination, the eliminations of duplication 
and overlapping should then begin to obtain more and more attention. 

100. Administrative reorganization and the preparation of staff to take 
over newer responsibilities is a long-term affair which may be difficult 
to combine with the execution of development programmes. Reorganization 
cannot be successfully conducted unless there is a general plan not only 
for the new organization but for the performance of duties without inter
ruption while the reorganization takes place. During this period of 
transition, the centralization of policy and supervision and the decentraliza
tion of operation or execution will pose the most. difficult problems. And 
yet it is in such periods, which are likely to become continual in under-

. developed countries, that careful centralization along with effective dele
gation of powers may be most needed. 

101. When a more thorough reorganization becomes timely, several 
questions become relevant: ( 1) which of the existing agencies or their 
branches can be merged with the newer developmental bodies? (2) which 
of the newer developmental agencies or their branches may, after an initial 
period, be integrated with the older agencies? ( 3) which of the control 
and co-ordinating functions of the top executive or auxiliary administrative 
agencies ( dealing with finance, personnel, etc.) may be incorporated into 
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the ,vork of developmental agencies, as their programme develops· ( 4) 
which of the developmental agencies have demonstrated the need and 
capacity for continued administrative independence? ( 5) which of the 
existing independent or regulatory agencies have become redundant in 
view of the broadening scope of governmental activity into the realm of 
non-governmental enterprises? 

102. Governmental reorganization at the level of the constitutional or 
provincial structure of the country often may have to await the proper 
opportunity. The relations between executive and legislative branches, 
the distribution of powers between the national and the provincial authori
ties, the proper delineation of the role of the military or of the other centres 
of power within the State are, of course, among the most fundamental 
problems of organization. Possibly they can be better solved as constructive 
progress is made with the more limited administrative devices. On the 
other hand, the country may be in the throes of fundamental change, and the 
time might be opportune for certain structural and organic changes that 
would soundly contribute to good public administration. 

103. Specific reforms of administrative management, though frequently 
routine or procedural in nature, may be quite essential to the achievement 
of the planning, personnel, financial and organizational priorities. More
over these managerial questions may be especially relevant during the 
earlier stages of the elaboration of the machinery for accomplishing the 
substantive economic and social projects. For this reason they must be 
improvized and interspersed where they belong, a principle which, in a 
sense, summarizes the prudential point of view that will have to be applied 
continually in determining all of the administrative priorities. 

104. For the analysis, the delineation, and the implementation of necessary 
or desirable administrative reforms, whether to be undertaken as a com
prehensive, long-run project or in connexion · with specific plans for 
economic or social development, the advice of technical assistance and expert 
personnel provided by the United Nations and the specialized agencies 
may proYe especially useful. 

Section 2. INTERNATIONAL SERVICES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 

105. As of the end of July, 1951, thirty-five countries were receiving 
technical assistance from the United Nations and the specialized agencies 
through missions in the field. Many of these may be said to be public admin
istration projects of some kind. These projects range in intensity from 
mere survey of a single administrative problem, such as the statistical 
services to the actual installation of a series of reforms in revenue adminis
tration. 'rn the latter case, the United Nations expert is working in a capacity 
which, although essentially advisory, is not unlike that of a civil servant 
of the host State, a duality which, especially in technical assistance projects 
dealing with government and public administration, is delicate in theory 
but quite workable in practice. 
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106. Difficu!ties. on ~is score have thus far been non-existent largely 
~use the. s1!u~t1on_ 1s always one in which the Member government 
retams the mt1ative m requesting the United Nations mission for well
defined purposes and in formally approving the membership of the mission 
as sugg:sted by the United . Nations. A basic agreement is customarily 
entered_ mto between the U mted Nations or specialized agencies and the 
requesting government, the latter undertaking to provide the mission with 
certain local services. Frequently a preliminary United Nations mission 
is sent to evaluate the situation and arrive at a specification of the fields of 
inquiry to be undertaken by the main mission and of the extent to which 
implementing steps may be expected in each field. 

107. In expressing the basic policy on this point the United Nations 
and the specialized agencies indicated in 1949 that the requesting govern
ment would be expected to "undertake the sustained efforts required for 
successful development, including the organization and adequate support , 
of administrative services capable of progressively assuming responsibility 
for the administration of operating programmes". Consequently even pro~ 
jects which do not call specifically for work in p,ublic administration have 
administrative implications and require that attention be given to their 

. administrative aspects. In this connexion, projects in the field of public 
administration, because of the possible governmental or political implications 
to a Member State, must be defined with particular care, but it has been 
generally found in practice that national susceptibilities on this score are 
no barrier. 

108. While a large body of relevant national experience does exist, the 
recruitment of the international staff called upon to go into the field and 
work with the officials of a host government presents a number of diffi
culties. The essential problem was clearly pointed out by the Economic and 
Social Council ( resolution 222 (A) IX, annex I) in the following terms : 
"Experts should be chosen not only for their technical competence, but 
also for their sympathetic understanding of the cultural backgrounds and 
specific needs of the countries to be assisted and for their capacity to 
adapt methods of work to local conditions, social and material." The need 
for such understanding on the part of the visiting experts and for an 
identification with the country in which they are serving may perhaps be 
even greater when they are dealing with the politically sensitive field of 
governmental administration, than when they are concerned with the more 
standard practices of medical technology or extraction of minerals or even 
agricultural economics. In the case of such administrative projects it may 
be necessary for them to take on the character, for the time being, of a civil 
servant of the nation to which they are assigned, while remaining on the 
international panel of experts. 

109. In public administration especially, the need seems to be for inter
. national personnel who can not only produce the proper technical answers 
to economic and social problems, but who can also. inspire, in officials of 
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the under-developed countries, a sense of trust in their own unused 
human resources and the latent administrative capacities of their countries. 
There is, in a sense, a technique of technical assistance which goes beyond 
technical skill. What is sought is a combination of experience in govern
mental functions, knowledge about modern management, practical skill 
in administration, sensitivity to background and cultural nuances, and a 
clear understanding of the relationship between the problems of economic 
and social development, on the one hand, and public management and 
political affairs on the other. · 

110. The number of individuals who meet this special set of qualifications 
is not large and many of those so qualified will not easily be released 
from posts in their own countries for brief periods without considerable 
sacrifice, professional and personal. In view of this difficulty, the Committee 
suggests that the Technical Assistance Administration give consideration 
to the desirability of building, however gradually, a small and carefully 
selected panel of specialists in public administration. The panel would 
consist in the first instance of a nucleus of international experts retained 
on a full-time basis and subject to assignments in the field at any time, 
supplemented by a reserve of expert personnel from various governmental 
or non-governmental services available for assignment from time to time. 
In making this suggestion the Committee is aware of the obstacles to such 
a course; especially the uncertainties as to the future financing of the inter
national technical assistance programme. On the other hand it is also 
cognizant of the fact that the first steps toward building such a nuclear staff 
have already been taken in terms of repeated assignments to technical 
assistance missions of several outstanding men. 

111. Experience thus far indicates that the kind of technical assistance 
which is really needed and desired by governments cannot always be 
effectively rendered by a group of experts, no matter how able, who visit 
a country for a few months, present a report with recommendations and 
return to their own countries forthwith. In practice, such an initial report 
sometimes serves principally to delineate the kind of continuing international 
assistance which is needed. In several cases experts have remained or 
returned oYcr a considerably longer period of time in order to help with 
the implementation of earlier recommendations. This practice can be 
expected to become more widespread when governments, desiring to 
bring about reforms, come to appreciate the usefulness of this more extended 
type of assistance. In each of seven countries there is now a Resident 
Representative of the United Nations for technical assistance purposes, 
whose task is to assist the host government with the formulation of requests 
and the implementation of accepted recommendations and to serve as an 
informal centre for co-ordination of local activities on the part of the 
United Nations .and specialized agencies. This trend away from the brief 
mission and written report, in the direction of longer and continuing 
assistance on actual problems of implementation offers a more direct oppor
tunity to demonstrate concrete results in the field of public administration. 
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. 112. !raining h~s come _to be a major part of the current programme of 
mternat~onal te~hmcal ~ssistance in public administration. From a long
term p011:t of view, an important objective of such a programme may be 
the est3:bhshm~1:t _or ~eve!opment of more local facilities for training related 
to_ public admi~us~ratlon m a growing number of the less developed coun
tries. _B~t, while m many countries the need for special training appears 
even _m the lowest grades of the public service, the key problem seems to 
remam th~ lack of arrangen:ients w~ich would produce a growing number 
of well-tramed younger officials destmed to assume increasing responsibility 
for the management of the public service. 

113. The International Administrative Staff College and School of 
Public Administration, which was seriously proposed in the earlier stages 
of the United Nations programme, was designed to help meet this need by 
providing extended training at a central point. It did not materialize and it is 
open to doubt whether such an extreme centralization would be practicable or 
desirable. The United Nations scholarship programme for junior officials, 
which has been in operation for two years, cannot, however, even begin to 
fulfil the demand for mass training of this level of personnel. 

114. For the intermediate and senior groups, who are difficult to detach 
from their posts for long periods of training, a limited number of fellowships 
in special subjects has been provided, and international or regional 
seminars have been conducted by the United Nations with some favorable 
results. Seminar topics have included such subjects as fiscal administration 
and public personnel management. This form of training offers the advan
tage that several score of officials can be given intensive training over 
periods up to three months at reasonable per capita costs both to the 
internatiortal organization and to the governments concerned. 

115. On an experimental scale, the United Nations has begun to conduct 
regional or national centres for training in public administration and is 
assisting countries interested in building up their training institutions for 
their own officials or officials of neighbouring States by offering help in for
mulating the curriculum or in recruiting and training the teaching staff for 
such institutions. It would be possible to explore the situation further so as to 
determine in which of the areas of the world there may be developed further 
regional centres with sufficient faculty and other resources to serve the 
whole region as a gathering-point for intermediate officials who might be 
selected by their governments for a year of advanced study or research 
in their special fields of interest. 

116. During the academic year 1950-51, thirty-eight United Nations 
fellows and scholars from nineteen countries were trained abroad and have 
returned to their official posts. It is desirable, in the manner of the most 
advanced training programmes in public administration, to keep a continuing 
check on the actual contribution this part of the programme is making, 
through these fellows and scholars, to the public admi?istration in the 
countries from which they come. There may be some question as to whether 
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the necessarily modest number of fellowships or scholarships should not be 
used more generally for special training of personnel with a teaching 
function, or of senior public servants working in priority fields of specializa
tion, rather than for junior administrators. 

117. The development of national training centres for the higher functions 
in public administration, however, should remain the major goal of the 
assistance programme. This development can be furthered by creating 
scholarship opportunities or by organizing seminars for the training of 
teachers for such institutions or by the ... temporary assignment of teachers 
to them by the United Nations. Such teachers if qualified for field operations 
as well, might be included in the international panel or the international 
reserve of technical assistance experts, which it is recommended be created 
by the Technical Assistance Administration. In such case the regional 
centres might become recruiting and briefing centres for the technical per
sonnel who may continue to be in short supply. 

118. Finally the organization of special seminars of experts, both from 
the under-developed and from the more developed countries, concerning 
vital subjects of public administration might add valuable material to the 
body of knowledge and understanding in those fields and to the possibility of 
comparative studies, which can offer still wider prospects of mutual assist
ance and improvement. For one of the main obstacles to useful international 
assistance in the solution of administrative problems is the scarcity of 
factual information describing current administrative processes and prob
lems in various nations. Except in specialized fields such as fiscal adminis
tration, social welfare administration, labour law administration, forestry 
administration, to which the United Nations and the specialized agencies 
have already given special attention, research and publication are -lacking. 
The International Institute of Administrative Sciences has been aware of 
this problem for some time and now, with help from the United Nations 
technical assistance programme, is extending the circle of countries among 
which administrative information is exchanged and the subjects concerning 
which comprehensive studies are made. Valuable returns could be realized . 
through the investment of modest funds, from various sources, .to supp_ort 
the production of factual administrative studies in particular countries, 
on a regional or a continental basis, or through more elaborate studies 
of comparative public administration. 

Section 3. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TECHNICAL AssISTANCE 

119 .. In concluding this chapter of the report, the Committee wishes to 
draw together, in the following brief paragraphs, the principal recom
mendations which emerge from its examination of the role of the United 
Nations and the specialized agencies in connexion with technical assistance 
in public administration: 
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( 1) In the planning and organization of a technical assistance mission 
of any sort, careful consideration should be given to the administrative 
implications of the project or projects under consideration. Compre
hensive missions and others having a fairly wide scope should, with 
the approval of the requesting government, include a member who is 
properly qualified in the general administrative field. In the case of , 
missions having narrower terms of reference, some briefing on the 
possible administrative implications of their work will almost always 
be· desirable. 

(2) The United Nations Technical Assistance Administration should 
appoint a carefully selected small permanent staff of specialists in 
public administration, primarily for work in the field. This small 
group should be supplemented by a panel of experts in various coun
tries who could be called upon from time to time 'for limited assign
ments in other countries. 

( 3) In connexion with training for public administration, the Committee 
considers that : 

(4) 

(a) The continuing contribution being made by the younger govern
ment officials who have already received training under the 
United Nations programme should be ascertained and evaluated 
as carefully as possible; 

( b) A number of fellowships and scholarships might well be granted 
preferably to senior governmental officials or to personnel .with 
a teaching function, for training in fields of special urgency in 
connexion with their duties. Intermediate and senior officials 
may also benefit from carefully prepared national or regional 
training seminars of three months' duration or less; 

( c) The primary objective in the long run should remain the estab
lishment or improvement of national training facilities in this 
field, especially those which will provide a growing number of 
younger officials qualified to assume increasing administrative 
responsibilities in their public services. The United Nations can 
assist in formulating curricula and by making available teachers 
from other countries for specified periods, and by providing 
training for local personnel who will become teachers. The 
possibility of developing regional centres for training in public 
administration in certain areas should be further explored. 

All available measures should be taken toward filling in the notable 
gaps in our knowledge of the administrative methods and problems 
of many countries and in the field of comparative public administra
tion generally. Occasional expert seminars would be useful in this 
connexion, as would financial support and other encourageme~t of 
factual administrative studies in a number of countries whose present 
administrative systems are not widely known. 



Part II 

OUTLINE FOR A SURVEY OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITIONS 

Section 1. ENVIRONMENT AND BACKGROUND 

120. Before an analysis is undertaken of the governmental organization 
and of the public administration in a particular country, that country's 
general background and structure must be the object of a careful if 
necessarily broader survey. In preparing such a survey on behalf of a 
technical assistance mission much of the work should be done in advance 
through a collection and analysis of the relevant published or otherwise 
available data. This spade work may make it easier to discover what is 
lacking, to draft the questions arising during such a study, and to complete 
the survey on the spot, with the assistance of the country's authorities, in 
the shortest possible time. 

121. As the political and social structure and the dynamics of the 
political situation are of predominant importance for the further factual 
understanding of the country's government and administration, other 
factors must be studied particularly with regard to their influence on that 
structure and situation. The main elements are : 

(a) The historical development of the country; its political and con
stitutional developmerit; the historical background and sources of its legal 
and administrative system; its relations to other nations and to the United 
Nations; the frequency and modes of internal change and the existence 
and nature of international conditions affecting the country in particular; 

( b) I ts geographical situation; its geological structure and its known 
natural resources; the accessibility of the country and its means of external 
and internal communications; its climate and fertility. 

( c) The demography of the country; size and composition of its 
population; average rate of increase and distribution of densities; problems 
of race and minorities; relation to neighbouring peoples and migration; 

( d) The economic situation; nature and distribution of its resources 
and its national income; types of production, their size and their inter
relation; volume and origin of its capital; foreign share in investment and 
management; its internal and foreign trade and exchange; its credit 
system and its internal and external debts; its monetary sy_stem and 
stability; 

42 
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( e) The social structure; distribution of wealth and power; existing 
social classes; conditions and organization of labour; mobility or rigidity 
of the social structure; · 

(f) The general character of the population; main political, educational, 
religious and traditional trends; external influences on these trend~. 

122. Particular attention should be given to the nature and functioning 
of the political forces, because of their determining influence on the 
character of the government and on the possibilities of administrative 
reform; they can be of greater importance than the constitutional rules 
and the institutional forms. The relative strength of personalities, groups 
and parties and their official or factual participation in the structure of 
political power and the direction of political movements should be carefully 
evaluated. _Such a study, covering the recent past and projecting itself, 
if possible, into the near future, can be completed by a survey of the 
formation and the main currents of public opinion, the working of the 
electoral system, and the major problems around which revolves the 
political life of the country. 

123. If this picture can be integrated with the natural, economic, and 
social factors indicated above, and projected on the historical and cultural 
background of the people, the governmental institutions and the public 
administration will be much better understood and the possibilities of 
administrative reform much more clearly discerned than if the survey of 
the existing public administration were to be undertaken as an isolated 
subject. 

124. It goes without saying that such a preliminary analysis must be 
made in a spirit of sympathy and of objective, scientific. understanding 
and that, in this phase, all ·critical judgments and all preconceived notions 
should be avoided. Their purpose is a description of facts in order to 
make it possible, at a later stage, to determine what are to be the orienta
tion, the means, and the limits of the measures of administrative reform 
to which technical assistance can be successfully applied:·A visiting mission 
cannot be successful without widespread understanding, participation, and 
support among the persons and groups in positions of leadership and 
technical responsibility within the government. Thorough discussion and 
joint work before recommendations are formulated- perhaps through 
which they are formulated - will be absolutely essential if results are to 
be achieved. This' in no way modifies or detracts from the independent 
responsibility which the mission must, in the last analysis, bear for its 
recommendations. 

125. Recognizing, then, all the hazards of generalization in such a 
matter, the Committee nevertheless believes experience will prove that 
the improvement of public administration in under-developed countries 
will more often than not require special consideration of the following 
problems, which are treated separately in the sections which follow: 
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(a) Governmental Organization; 
( b) Public Finance; 
( c) Public Personnel; 
(d) Administrative Management; 
( e) Planning and Development. 

Section 2. GovERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 

126. The central government. In a majority of cases the elements 
composing the central government will, at least in legal theory, conform 
to certain widely accepted or imitated patterns, of which the presidential 
and the responsible cabinet governments are the most common. In the 
following paragraphs the terms "executive", "legislative", and "judicial" 
are used in the sense in which they are usually defined according to those 
patterns. In practice, however, considerable variations may- occur both in 
the general structure and in the relations between the several branches of 
the government. In some cases the structure of the central government 
will be based on entirely different principles; in those cases the following 
questions only offer an indication of the direction the inquiry should take. 

127. A special case is presented by those States, whether federal or 
unitarian in composition, where a number of functions that are usually 
considered to be of general and national character have been retained 
by or delegated to the governments of the component states, provinces or 
departments. In those cases the survey of government from the central 
point of view has to include those major subdivisions and their relations 
to the national government. Certain questions formulated under the 
heading "Territorial Governments" will be of importance, in such cases, 
to complete the survey of the general structure of the government. 

128. The main groups of questions covering this subject are: 
(a) Where does the real political power reside? Is the principle of 

legislative supremacy well established or is the responsibility for providing 
the over-all political orientation of the government shared between the 
legislature and the executive, or concentrated in the hands of the latter? 
Is preponderant political power exercised by party organizations as such, 
either through their leader or through a governing body? Has the control 
of the military forces or of the police a direct relationship with the 
localization of political power? 

( b) Which part of the government has the main initiative in legislative 
and budgetary action? Does the executive exercise the primary leadership 
in the country's legislative programme, or has the legislature a considerable 
power of initiative and amendment in actual practice? How is the contact 
between both branches of the government organized? Has the executive a 
substantial share in making rules and regulations, either through delegation 
of legislative power or by an extensive use of executive ordinances and 
decrees, either regularly or in an emergency? Can important legislation 
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originate in the legislature without the co-operation of the executive? To 
what extent does the legislature assume executive functions either by 
law, through its budgeting power, or otherwise? Does the legislature use 
its budgeting power only as a means of general policy making and control? 
Has the delegation of governmental regulatory authority ·to independent 
boards and commissions been a voided? 

(c) Is the principle of judicial independence fully recognized? How 
are the selection of judges and their tenure regulated? How far do political 
considerations enter into their appointment? Is the function of public 
prosecutor filled by election or by appointment in the civil service? Is 
there any political or executive interference with the enforcement of 
judicial decisions apart from the usual right of pardon? 

( d) Is responsibility for the political direction of the public administra
tion clearly localized in a chief executive or a cabinet? Is executive 
responsibility for leadership· in legislation primarily affecting the public 
administration recognized, and the executive ordinance power clearly 
defined and observed? Is regulation by law for the public administration 
used as a guarantee for its impartiality and stability, or as an opportunity 
for organization and direction by the legislature and its members? How 
is control over administrative action exercised by the legislature? Has 
extensive constitutional or statutory delegation of executive functions to 
particular authorities, not subject to the chief executive or the cabinet, 
been avoided? 

( e) Are there independent authorities in the central government for the 
non-political control and review of administrative action? What is the 
position of the courts in this respect? Is there a central auditing agency; 
a board of appeal for fiscal or taxation cases; a central agency for matters 
concerning government ·personnel; a central court or council to decide 
conflicts of competence between the central government and the territorial 
governments or other autonomous bodies? Are they independent from the 
executive or legislative branches of the government? What is their impact 
on the· functioning of the executive branch? Do they cause rigidity and 

_ formalism of procedure, or are they open to changes and improvements 
and do they promote alertness in the services? 

(f) To what extent does a change in the political composition of the 
government affect the public service? Is the public service seen as a 
necessary support for the party in power, or as an impartial body of civil 
servants destined to serve any government? Which categories of functions 
in the public administration are filled by election or by appointments made 
on political grounds? With which part of the central government or of 
the political organizations does the distribution of patronage rest? 

129. Territorial government. Apart from the autonomous territorial 
subdivisions of major rank mentioned in paragraph 127, to which the 
questions concerning the central government may in part apply, there is 
a wide variety of territorial governments, playing an indispensable part 
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in public administration, which any survey should include. Through these 
governments in the regional and local spheres the citizen is often most 
actively brought into contact with the business and responsibility of 
government. Moreover it may occur that a local, most often an urban, 
administration develops more advanced features than a more complicated 
and more slowly moving central government. Particular attention should 
be given, in certain countries, to the lowest levels of territorial government 
in villages and other rural communities. Although it is impossible to cover 
this category, which often is governed by customary laws of very disparate 
character and origin, by a number of general questions, their function in 
public administration is essential where those communities are the basic 
politico-social - and sometimes economic_: units of the nation, and 
where their members are reached by the central authorities almost exclu
sively through the intermediary of their village governments and other 
communal institutions. 

130. The following questions have a general application with respect 
to territorial governments: 

(a) Is the structure of a territorial government based on the constitu
tion, on central legislation, or on ordinances and decrees of inferior rank? 
Can changes in those regulations be made without the assent of this 
territorial government or not? In what measure is tradition an element in 
the determination of its territory and its authority? Is there a noticeable 
difference between the orientation of politics in the local or regional and 
in the national sphere? Are ethnic differences of population involved? 
Do these differences and does the status of these subdivisions in general 
have an influence (legal or conventional) on the composition of the various 
branc~es of the central government and of the public service? 

( b) How is the autonomy of the territorial governments circumscribed 
and which fields does it cover? Is the distribution of responsibilities for 
the performance of the public services between the central and territorial 
governments based upon a rational reconciliation of administrative and 
social objectives? How is the police power distributed between the central 
and the territorial governments? What powers of direction and control 
does the central government have with regard to autonomous territorial 
governments, apart from the power of revising the basic legislation? Can 
it only act repressively, or can it prescribe certain policies within their 
general competence? Can it apply certain budgetary sanctions? Are the 
autonomous territorial governments dependent on central grants? Can the 
central government dissolve such a territorial government or assume its 
functions in an emergency? 

(c) What is the authority of the central government in the composition 
of autonomous territorial governments and of their personnel? Are 
autonomous territorial governments wholly based on regional or local 
elections? Do traditional or hereditary authorities have a place in their 
structure? Or are they in part appointed by the central government? Is 
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their personnel appointed entirely by themselves, or provided in part by 
the central public services? In the latter case, is the central personnel 
wholly at the disposal of the autonomous territorial government, or does 
it remain under the general direction of the central government? 

( d) Are autonomous territorial governments only charged with the 
execution of their autonomous task, or are they at the same time acting 
as agents of the central government and responsible to that government 
in such functions? Do the autonomous authorities and the agents of the 
central administration function in the same territorial subdivisions, and 
if so, what are their relations to each other? 

131. The central executive. The basic pattern for the executive f~nction 
-whether a cabinet system, presidential system or some other- is 
obviously the first point of inquiry. Apart from its relations to and 
integration with the other branches of the central government, its actual 
internal organization is of primary importance, particularly with regard 
to the questions as to where the actual leadership of the executive resides, 
and how it is organized. 

132. The organization and activities of the immediate office or "house
hold" of tiie central executive should be explored in this connexion. 
Keeping in mind a noticeable trend in many countries to create and 
strengthen what might be called the "executive office" (perhaps in such 
fields as personnel, over-all organization and management, clearance of 
decrees or ordinances, etc.) a close look at the executive's immediate 
establishment will prove most useful. This applies to monarchical and 
presidential governments as well as to the office of the premier in a 
cabinet government. 

133. Other questions are: 

(a). How is co-ordination within the central executive achieved? Is 
there a machinery or procedure for the central clearance and co-ordination 
of draft legislation and of the budget? Are interrelated activities of the 
several organizational units brought together in established central agencies 
such as those for personnel management, administrative reorganization, or 
planning? What is the position of the· chief executive or the · cabinet in 
this respect? 

( b) What are the basic considerations underlying the grouping of 
departments and services? Have related services been brought together 
within a small number of departments or ministries, assuring the chief 
executive or the cabinet of a workable span of control? Are there logical 
considerations behind -the arrangements, such as· similarity of function 
or clientele, or is the location of the various services and activities within 
the departments more or less haphazard and fortuitous? Are the duties 
and responsibilities of the department heads and supervisory employees 
defined and their relationships set forth in organization charts and written 
instructions? Do the departments embrace all offices and services in the 
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executive branch? Are organizational changes frequent and often in
fluenced by political considerations? 

(c) What is the relationship of the central executive to the military 
organization? What is the formal and actual situation with regard to the 
function of commander-in-chief? 

(d) Have newer forms of governmental organization been created such 
as public corporations, mixed enterprises and other autonomous or semi
autonomous institutions? What is their relation and responsibility to the 
chief executive, the cabinet, or the department heads? Are they permanent 
in character or meant to be absorbed into the existing departments and 
i;ervices after they have served their purpose of setting new developmental 
activities into motion? 

( e) What are the basic conceptions underlying the delegation of 
administrative authority and responsibility within tlie departments and 
services? Is there a consistent purpose to free the higher officials as much 
as possible from minor or routine activities and decisions? Is delegation 
applied only on a functional basis or also on a territorial basis? How are 
local initiative and talent utilized? How is supervision over the lower 
ranks of the administration organized? 

134. Territorial adn;inistration. A number of questions apply more 
particularly to the territorial organization of the services of the central 
government : 

What are the territorial subdivisions for the activities of the various 
departments and central agencies? Are they as a rule the same for all 
services? What is their relationship to the departments or agencies to 
which they belong? Do the services in each territory function independently 
or are they subordinated to a territorial representative of the central 
government? What other methods of local co-ordination of their activities 
exist? What is their relation to autonomous territorial governments in 
the same territory? To what extent are officials in the territorial service 
transferable to other territories and to the central offices? Are there groups 
of officials whose career is restricted to a territorial sphere? What is the 
scope of territorial delegation of authority and responsibility? 

Section 3. PUBLIC FINANCE 

135. In undertaking an analysis of financial administration it will be 
necessary to discover at the outset what are the chief sources of govern
mental revenue and the chief items of governmental expenditure, how 
they are related, and what the recent history of the country's budget has 
been in so far as deficits or surpluses are concerned. 

136. It is of particular importance, in cases where deficits are recurrent 
and serious, to inquir,e how· those deficits are covered. The danger · of 
chronic and rapid inflation with its serious effects on the position and 
morale of civil servants with fixed salaries would justify an absolute 
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priority for the examination of the financial administration with an eye 
to its productivity in the revenue department and its economy in 
expenditure. 

137. Revenue administration. The following questions are important 
with regard to revenue: 

(a) Are the current sources of revenue reasonably based on the 
economic pattern of the country and the methods of transacting business 
there? Do the current taxation provisions impose a reasonable administra
tive burden? Are there adequate records and points of control, for 
example, or are the administrative complications of particular taxes so 
great that the returns are all out of proportion to the effort expended-and 
the costs involved? Is the system of assessment "£or the various taxes 
sufficiently simple or has a desire for modern refinements complicated it 
beyond the powers of control of the administration and the comprehension 
of the ordinary taxpayer, fostering abuse by the more sophisticated and 
corruption of the revenue service? 

( b) To what extent do particular revenues go into general funds? 
Are certain revenues earmarked for special purposes? If there are a 
large number of earmarked revenues, what are the reasons behind their 
special status, the major interests involved, and the influence that certain 
groups exercise in this respect? 

(c) To what extent are estimates of revenues co-ordinated with 
estimates of expenditures? Are they estimated by the same agencies 
or service? Is the relation between them clearly shown in the budget 
document? Further, what is the process by which necessary changes in 
the revenue system can be made to keep step with essential authorized 
expenditures? 

138. Budgeting. The general machinery and procedures for formulating 
the government's budget should be analysed. Such questions as the follow
ing will be of significance: 

(a) To what extent do the various operating departments or ministries 
participate in the budget's preparation? 

(b) To what extent is there a central review in the executive branch 
before the budget is considered by the legislative body? Is_ this done by 
a special budget agency or bureau or merely by consultation at the cabinet 
level? If there is a central agency, what is its location in the governmental 
hierarchy, and what is the extent of its influence in producing a compre
hensive and co-ordinated budget plan? 

(c) To what extent and at what points does the legislature participate 
in the budget's formulation? Is the initiative with the executive or with 
the legislature? Is the legislature authorized to increase expenditure 
without increasing revenue, or not at all? To what extent does the legis
lature take budgetary decisions on a piecemeal basis as against considera
tion of the programme as a whole? To what extent and under what 
conditions does the legislative body modify the budgetary proposals of 
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the executive, make corresponding cuts in proposed expenditures when 
revenues are curtailed, etc.? 

( d) In the preparation of the current budget, to what extent and in 
what way are previous budgets and previous actual experience of revenues 
and expenditures taken into account? 

(e) At what stage in the process are individual project_s or proposed 
expenditures justified, and in what manner? Is this done through hearings 
or consultations within the executive branch itself, within the office of 
the central executive, before legislative committees? 

(f) To what extent is there public discussion of the budget during the 
stages of formulation or legislative approval? 

(g) Is the general budget the only basis for revenues and expenditure 
or are supplementary budgets added in the course of the year? Do they 
authorize or ratify supplementary expenditure? What is their relative 
importance within the total government programme? 

139. In considering the contents of the budget programme, the follow
ing questions may be revealing: 

(a) Is there a general statement summarizing the major features of 
the entire budgetary programme, and is this supported by detailed justifica
tions of specific sections or estimates within the budget? 

( b) If there are, in the current or most recent budget, striking de
partures from previous experience, what is the explanation of these 
changes? 

( c) Are all budgeted expenditures covered by estimated sources of 
revenue? 

(d) What proportions of the annual revenue are spent on (i) purely 
administrative activities, like maintenance of law and order, administration 
of agencies, collection of revenue, etc.? (ii) developmental activities like 
education, public health, development of communications, agriculture, etc.? 

( e) What are the proportions between the civilian and military expendi
ture? Has military expenditure any special position or priority? 

(f) In countries where there are separate budgets for the central and 
state (provincial) governments, is the division of over-all revenue as 
between the two rational and practicable or is it causing administrative 
complications and difficulties? 

(g) Does the budget show future obligations of the government- such 
as _the programme of debt service - with sufficient clarity and complete-
ness? · 

( h) In the country's recent budgetary experience, to what extent have 
important projects, particularly those of a developmental nature, been 
interrupted or hampered by stoppages of, or delays in, available funds? 

( i) Do any secret or special funds exist which are at the disposal of 
the executive and for which he does not_ need to account? 
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140. With regard to the execution of the budget the questions are: 
(a) Are the budgetary laws final decisions to make expenditures or 

merely authorizations within which the executive can make expenditure 
during the budget year? Under what conditions and by whom may 
~ransfers be made between the items of expenditure authorized in the 
budgetary laws? Stated more generally, to what extent can the executive 
control the actual execution of the budget within its over-all limits, on 
the basis of experience throughout the year, the actual rates of revenue 
collection as contrasted with the estimates, the possibilities of savings 
through more efficient operations, etc.? If a system of allotments, regular 
reports and current adjustments exists, what is the working of this system 
in practice? Does the budget authorization make any provision for reserves 
for contingencies or unforeseen expenditures? 

( b) If there is a central department or agency which acts for or advises 
the central executive in the execution of the budget, what is the role and 
influence of this agency? Is its function purely retroactive or does it 
direct and supervise the current execution? 

141. Accounting and auditing practices. With regard to this subject 
the following questions suggest themselves: 

(a) What are the main characteristics of the governmental accounting 
system? To what extent are accounting practices uniform throughout the 
government, and to what extent are they centrally designed or controlled? 
If there is a central accounting agency, how is it organized and to what 
extent is it effective in providing an accounting scheme which can be on 
the one hand an effective tool for getting the government's work done, 
and on the other an adequate basis for ensuring accountability from the 
financial standpoint? Is it capable of devising special accounting schemes 
for special cases, e.g. development agencies, or does it only cover the 
accounting of general administration? What is the status of the central 
comptroller or Accountant-General in relation to the executive? to the 
individual departments? the legislature? · 

( b) What financial reports are regularly provided to assist the executive 
and the legislature in appraising the success of administration in so far as 
its legal and financial aspects are concerned? Are the principal accounting 
and financial reporting documents prepared in such a form as to be under
standable tci those who need to use them for administrative and control 
purposes - specifically, the department heads, the central executive and 
the legislative body? 

(c) To what extent has cost accounting been developed and used for 
those segments of the government's work for which it is appropriate? 

( d) How is accountability of officials determined and distributed? ~s 
the responsibility of accountable officials regul_ate~ by law? ~s their 
authority and are the facilities for control at their disposal sufficient for 
them to carry that responsibility? What are the consequences for the~ 
of losses through negligence or fraud of their subordinates, and of 
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unauthorized expenditures? Are such cases and the corrections applied 
made public? Is the restraining force of the regulations sufficient to 
prevent serious defalcations? 
(e) What is the time fact?r in governmental accounting? For example, 
does the system provide for settlement and closing of governmental 
accounts without undue delay? Are accounts settled in a single central 
agency or by individual departments or services? 

(f) Is the accounting function of the government clearly divorced from 
the post-auditing function, and are these responsibilities vested in different 
agencies or individuals? To what extent is an external audit provided 
under existing practices? Is this audit performed by an individual or 
agency, which is, in fact, completely independent of the executive branch 
and relatively secure from political and other pressures? How frequently 
are audit reports made, and are they made public? 

142. Procurement and property control. With regard to this subject 
which is also related to the problem of administrative management, the 
following questions are proposed: 

(a) What is the general situation in so far as the government's procure
ment activities are concerned? For example, in what measure is pro
curement left to individual departments and ministries on the one hand, 
or centralized in one agency on the other? If procurement is done both 
centrally and at the departmental level, how is the line drawn - on the 
basis of financial limits? Are certain ordinary supplies purchased in bulk 
and distributed by the government to the several services, offices and 
institutions? Does government enterprise produce part of its material 
requirements? 

(b) To what extent are purchases made through a system of bids, and 
where bids are used, how does this method work in practice? Is there wide 
publicity? Are bids secret and competitive? 

( c) With regard to construction and maintenance of public works such 
as roads, irrigation systems, public buildings and schools, bridges, are 
these functions performed by the governmental departments? By special 
public corporations? By private contractors? Regardless of the method, 
to what extent is the assessment or approval of these projects controlled 
from the point 01 view of standards of quality and cost? · 

(d) What is the government's approach to the control of government 
stores, supplies and property? Are there adequate records for this purpose? 
Is there a uniform approach to these matters, and perhaps supervision by 
a central agency, or are they left rath_er to individual departments and 
services with little or no central control? 

Section 4. PUBLIC PERSONNEL 

143. The public service in broad outline. In beginning an analysis of 
the national public service the investigator will wish first to have in mind 
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the general composition and characteristics of the body of public employees 
as a whole, with a special eye toward those features which may notably 
distinguish the service. He will wish to notice, for example, whether any 
significant proportion of the public employees come from a special socio
economic class, professional group, political party, or other special group; 
whether some kinds of public offices ( e.g. at the tribal or village levels, as 
well as higher) are hereditary in certain families or are otherwise governed 
by strong factors of tradition. 

144. Although the detailed analysis will be focused primarily on the 
appointed civil employees of the central government, one must also bear 
in mind the possible role and importance of elected officials at the several 
levels of government, and of such other differentiated groups as temporary 
and permanent employees, municipal and provincial employees, military 
and naval personnel, employees of public or quasi-public economic enter
prises, employees coming from outside the country, part-time workers, 
etc. In the course of the more detailed study a continuing consideration 
of the interrelationships and mutual influences between such groups and 
the main body of public civil employees will be most desirable. A study of 
personnel practices in a particularly well-administered municipality or 
province, for example, may be very useful for purposes of comparison 
with conditions and practices at the national level. It may be productive, 
in some cases, fo compare some aspects of recruitment or training for 
military personnel with the comparable activities in the civil service. 

145. With regard to the most prominent elements of weakness or 
strength in personnel administration the measure of application of the 
merit system in recruitment and promotion first of all is a.useful standard 
in evaluating the quality and stability of a civil service. Closely connected 
with this aspect is the security of tenure; especially the relative continuity 
of service under different political regimes and the relative absence of 
favouritism or nepotism in appointments and preferments. It all adds up 
to the question formulated before, as to how far the administrative 
personnel can be seen as an impartial and efficient tool of government at 
the service of any regularly constituted authority, whatever its political 
composition. 

146. It must, of course, be recognized that the qualifications required 
at various levels, even in the best regulated civil service, depend on 
conditions that may be quite different in different countries; on the system 
of education and training, the available human resources, the simplicity 
or complexity of the administration itself. Furthermore, situations are 
possible where certain restrictions in recruitment _as to class, or the · 
hereditary character of certain functions, do not militate in an absolute 
sense against good government, because certain traditional qualiti~ _of 
honesty and devotion may compensate for the lack of general, competitive 
admittance. As long as such a system is not ossified and shows signs of 
continuous improvement in training and in wider selection, it may offer a 
more stable basis than can be guaranteed by too rapid reforms. 
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147. It should be even of more importance and usefulness, if possible, 
to obtain a general survey of the personnel structure in terms of the 
number and qualifications of civil servants employed by the various depart
ments and services, at headquarters and in the field, and in the different 
ranks. From such a picture much can be learned about the availability of 
skilled and qualified personnel at the intermediate and higher levels; 
about the way in which the structure is adapted to a comparative scarcity 
of highly trained public servants; about the rationality of the various 
organizations as to numbers employed and total cost; and about the com
parative emphasis on services in the directing and planning centre and 
in the operational periphery. Furthermore it should be observed whether 
there is a gradualness in the increase of remuneration for higher position 
or greater seniority, or whether some functions are much more highly 
rewarded than the average in the upper ranks. Such exceptional rewards 
may attract exceptionally able figures for managerial positions ; they may 
also have been created for undue preferment of political favourites. A 
careful analysis of the entire range of salaries and of their distribution 
is of fundamental value for obtaining a clear conception of the personnel 
structure. 

148. Related to these points is the matter of the general level of 
remuneration. Comparison should be made with the general standard of 
living and the salary and wage rates in private enterprises. Insufficiency 
of salaries, compelling civil servants to find additional sources of income, 
and its causes should be noted, such as inflation and inelasticity of scales 
of payment; habitual acceptance of irregular sources of income; depressed 
social position of certain groups of government servants. Inequalities 
between various groups of civilian ( and military) personnel are another 
factor of importance in the general personnel situation. 

149. A fourth group of problems has to do with the general character 
and composition of the public service. Wholly different aspects are repre
sented by the stable, leisurely, somewhat formal and sometimes rather 
stagnant administration of certain older countries and the somewhat 
chaotic but at the same time dynamic conditions in services that are in 
the process of modernization and rejuvenation as a result of periods of 
rapid change or revolution in the political and social spheres. An analysis 
of the forces at the back of such different climates in public administration 
is of vital importance for its evaluation. 

150. Finally the study of existing abuses and their origins, however 
interesting in itself, derives its main significance from its correlation with 
the political, social, and economic life of the country. Basically it is the 
place of the public administration in the value judgment of the citizenry, 
the public, which determines its quality and its methods. Reforms, though 
they can be initiated by a strong and purposeful government, acquire their 
sanction and their durability from a changing public opinion, establishing 
new standards for and making new demands upon the public service. 
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151. In the following pages of this section a number of detailed ques
tions are formulated concerning the major technical aspects of personnel 
administration, which may offer guidance for the study of the actual 
situation. 

152. The constitutional. and legal framework of the public service. A 
consideration. of the legal foundations and real conditions of a national 
public service raises the following questions: 

(a) Is there, in a constitution or on the statute books, a unified set of 
laws for the governance of the main body of public employees, or are 
there scattered provisions, executive ordinances, etc., having the same 
effect? To what extent do any statutory provisions go into detail? What 
groups of public employees are not covered by these provisions? 

( b) What is the general philosophy underlying this legislation and how 
is this philosophy reflected in the general position of the public service in 
the national society? To what extent does the legalist frame of mind 
pervade the public service and how does this influence the functioning of 
the service? Or is there a more or less general neglect of legal rules in 
considerable areas of the public service? 

153. Organization of personnel activities. The question as to the location 
of authority and responsibility for carrying on or controlling personnel 
activities will be present, at least by implication, in most of this section; 
it may be useful, however, to draw attention to this matter as seen broadly 
in looking at the service as a whole. The most· important questions are: 

(a) If there is a central personnel agency of the type of a civil service 
commission or public service board or bureau, how is it composed, whence 
comes its authority and to whom is it responsible, what are its functions 
and to what extent are · they supervisory or operative? Is it organized 
outside t_he ministerial departments or within one particular department, 
e.g. that of finance? What functions are decentralized to the ministerial 
departments and to subdivisions of the ministries? If the central agency 
~erves as a board of appeals, what is its authority in this regard, how do 
cases reach it, etc.? If not, is there a ,separate board or agency for such 
appeals and how does it function in relation to the civil service agency? 

( b) In countries where no over-all central agency of this type exists, . 
is there a partial centralization of certain functions, as when central 
responsibility for payroll matters is vested in a finance ministry, appoint
ing authority in the prime minister or the chief-of-state himself, etc.? 
What is, in broad terms, the degree of centralization in regard to who 
makes the rules governing personnel administration, who executes the 
rules, and who oversees or controls the execution of the rules? 

154. The influence of budgetary arrangements on personnel manage
ment. Questions of budget administration per se are treated in the 
preceding section. Attention is drawn here, however, to a consideration 
of the ways in which budgetary. practices may aid or hinder effective 
personnel administration. The following questions may be relevant: 
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(a) What are the respective roles of the central personnel agency, the 
central budget agency, and the operating ministries and subdivisions 
thereof in budgeting for personnel? How is co-ordination achieved as 
between personnel and budgetary functions? How detailed are the budg~t 
estimates in their provisions relating to personnel? How far do appropria
tion acts go in detailing posts, grades, salaries, etc.? 

( b) 1Iore specifically, at what level are effective decisions taken as to 
the routine, small-scale creation and abolition of posts, etc.? To what 
extent is this matter firmly fixed by the budget or appropriation act or left 
to executive discretion within authorized appropriations, etc.? 

( c) \Vhat special problems arise when circumstances make necessary 
a general reduction in the number of government employees, a "reduction 
in force"? What are the tenure rights of public employees or classes 
thereof; how are such factors as seniority taken into account, and how 
does the protection of employees' rights affect such a reduction? 

155. How are posts and employees grouped or classified? The question 
of the way in which posts are grouped or classified and the matter of 
salaries are closely interrelated and in some countries may be viewed and 
dealt with as a single problem. Some of the general questions posed here 
may be phrased as follows: 

(a) What are the methods and procedures by which the duties of jobs 
are fixed, compared, and related to the requirements of the service and 
the qualifications of individual employees? If the service is organized into 
broad classes and categories, what are the factors taken as bases for such 
divisions, and the principal distinctions among the groups in terms of 
entrance requirements, manner of admission, tenure rights, privileges, etc.? 

( b) Within these larger classes to· what extent are differences of rank 
and pay based on the duties performed, on the qualifications aml'>cibilities 
of the individuals, or on seniority? In how much detail are the individual 
jobs or occupational classes examined and described? What effect is give~ 
to the principle of "equal pay for equal work"? Are classifications or 
ratings subject to modification by a supervisor, the head of a ministry, a 
central official or agency, or the legislature itself? 

156. Salaries in governm_ent employment. Here we are approaching 
what is in large measure the same problem treated briefly just above, but 
from the other end. The following questions are suggested: 

(a) Who fixes salaries and by what criteria? To what extent are salaries 
rationally and uniformly related to the duties and responsibilities of 
individuals, or to their qualifications and abilities? 

( b) Are there definite provisions for the adjustment of salaries to a 
changing cost of living, to conjugal status and number of dependants, to 
seniority in service? Are premiums for efficiency an element in the salary 
systems? 
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( c) Are there apparent discrepancies as among the departments· or 
classes, or between salaries paid by the government, and those paid for 
similar work in special public enterprises or in private employment? Is 
there some special group ( e.g. teachers, military personnel), with a 
separate salary system and rates, which exercises a special influence on 
other salary scales in the government? 

( d) What important non-monetary benefits or perquisites do govern
ment employees receive? (It may be of interest here to try to form some 
estimate of the prestige of government service in the society generally and 
the role which this psychological factor may play in relation to existing 
salary levels as well as in relation to recruitment and other matters.) 

(e) To what extent do government employees find it necessary to supple
ment their incomes? Are there large numbers of part-time workers or 
others who may hold more than one paid job within or outside the govern
ment? What is the extent of traditional extra-legal, or illegal methods of 
supplementing incomes and how would a general increase in government 
salary levels affect such practices? 

(f) Can quantitative data be supplied which are of special interest as 
indices and for purposes of comparison? What, for example, are the extremes 
of government pay; the ratio of the highest to the lowest annual pay for full
time work? What is the relation of the total governmental payroll to the 
national income? 

157. Pensions. The absence or presence of a pension plan is of obvious 
significance in connexion with the development of a "career" attitude, the 
problem of retiring older employees who are no longer able to contribute 
fully, etc. The main questions would be: 

(a) Is such a plan related to any general national social security scheme? 
What provisions guarantee the security of pensions ( e.g. actuarial control, 
special funds, etc.) ? Has the pension scheme survived any periods of major 
monetary inflation and in what way? 

( b) ·what are the conditions of entitlement for the granting of pensions? 
How are pensions related to length of service, salary, or other factors? 
Is the plan contributory or not? Is there a compulsory retirement age? 
Is the entitlement protected in law? What provisions are extended to widows 
and surviving children? 

158. Recruitment and appointment. It may be helpful to think of the 
recruitment process, defined in the broad sense, as taking place in three 
successive stages: attraction, selection and appointment. 

159. In many countries the first of these may be largely explained in 
terms of the factors of salary, perquisites, and especially prestige, to which 
some attention has already been given. In any case, however, it will be well 
to consider whether the sum of such factors is sufficient to attract, in 
adequate numbers, the best qualified people for the various kinds of gove:n
ment jobs, and to ascertain what special measures are taken to accomplish 
this particular objective. 
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160. In the matter of employee selection, the relevant questions will be: 

. (a) Are elements of objective comparison and of competition on pertinent 
bases introduced into this process for the various categories of employment, 
and if so, how and tq what extent? To what extent are definite qualifications 
given simply or primarily in terms of levels of formal education? To what 
degree is comparison or competition organized through written or oral 
examinations, formal review of qualifications by committees, etc.? Do 
examinations simply qualify or do they result in ranked lists of eligible 
candidates? 

( b) To what extent and into which levels are outsiders appointed to 
vacancies occurring in the service? How is this practice related to the 
promotion system? 

(c) To what extent do extraneous factors or pressures condition the 
appointment process? Are any groups of the population barred, or especially 
favoured, as such - e.g., minorities, ethnic groups, aliens, sons of govern
ment employees, veterans, women, etc.? What categories of jobs are 
exempted from any standard selection procedures, as, for example, in the 
case of appointments having an acknowledged political basis? To what 
extent are special appointments of any kind possible and actual? 

161. The induction or appointment process proper merits at least a glance 
with an eye for the location of the actual authority for appointment, the 
nature of the procedures involved, the question whether initial appointments 
are temporary and probationary, etc. 

162. Finally there may be special problems to be noted. An example is 
the situation created especially in some former colonial areas where non
local people are found in appreciable numbers in the public service, or where 
past participation in the struggle for independence constitutes a priority 
for appointment. Another group of special problems is connected with 
regional differences, e.g., restriction of recruitment to people of a certain 
regional extraction, required knowledge of a regional language, etc. 

163. Training. From the over-all point of view, the investigator will 
wish to discover the general relation between training, including various 
stages of formal education, and jobs in the public service. The following 
questions are suggested : 

(a) In what measure does the educational system provide the number 
and kinds of trained persons needed by the government? What is the 
relation of various kinds of specialized training - for example, in such 
fields as forestry and engineering- to jobs in the government service; 
particularly in regard to content, costs, and degree of governmental control? 

( b) What, if any, is the nature of organized academic training in such 
fields as the social sciences, business administration, and public administra
tion? Do non-governmental organizations - for example, professional 
associations or societies - make a significant contribution to the improved 
training or skill of groups of public servants? 
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( c) Does the government provide any assistance to outstanding young 
persons who are financially unable to get the kind of education or training 
which government service requires? Does it give assistance or preference 
to those who are outstanding in primary or secondary school work, looking 
toward their further education and eventful qualification for the government 
service? 

(d) To what extent has in-service training been recognized as an essen
tial or useful part of governmental management? Is any recognition given 
to the special importance of supervisory training? Of orientation of new 
employees? Of training in standard work methods and procedures? Of 
training in administrative or staff functions such as personnel, finance, 
methods improvement? Has the government a programme for granting 
leaves of absence or financial assistance to young public servants in order 
to allow them to complete or improve their formal education? Where the, 
training for the civil service is only in its initial stages, is sufficient attention 
given to general education and basic all-round training for prospective gov
ernment employees, or is specialization promoted at the expense of such 
general, basic training? ' 

164. Promotio;s. Promotion policies and practices are hardly less -im
portant than recruitment in determining the quality of the public service. 
In arriving at the answer to the general question "How are promotions 
decided and by whom?" the following more detailed queries may be helpful: 

(a) What weight is given to efficiency? To seniority? To political 
affiliation? To what extent are elements of comparison or competition intro
duced through examinations, committees or boards, etc. ? Are there 
recognized "lines of promotion", promotion lists or registers, provisions for 
annual or periodic salary increases, or other arrangements which might 
foster or consolidate a "career" service? Is it possible to form a quantitative 
impression as to the relative numbers of employees at various levels who 
have actually remained in the service for given numbers of years? 

( b) To what extent does promotion take place across divisional and 
departmental lines? Is there competition among the departments for excep
tionally able personnel? Is there any systematic control or rationalization 
of such transfers by a higher authority? 

165. Evaluation of personnel. Bearing in mind that supervisors in any 
organization inevitably form some qualitative judgments about their 
subordinates, the attempt here is to learn to what extent this process is 
recogniz_ed and systematized and how the system works. 

Are there regular written evaluations and' what is their nature and 
ostensible purpose? Is each employee appraised by more than one super
visor? To what extent is the employee informed, and does he have a rec?g
nized right to appeal? To what extent is any formal system of e:'a!uation 
actually used ( as in connexion with promotions, transfers, trammg on 
the job, etc.) ? 
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166._ Discipline, demotion, dismissal. Under this heading, attention is 
first directed to the rules and procedures involved in disciplinary actions: 

\Vhat penalties are authorized for what offences? Who can initiate disci
plinary action and what procedural guarantees exist, as in provisions for 
prior investigation, formal appeal to a special board or through the regular 
courts? 

167. Apart from questions of discipline, it is convenient here to draw 
attention to the problems connected with the removal of staff for other than 
disciplinary reasons, especially for reasons of inefficiency or incompetence: 

How much administrative freedom exists in this regard, and to what 
extent is there an actual weeding out of the less competent individuals? 
On the other hand, to what extent <lo such dismissals take place for reasons 
of mere political or personal convenience, and how is the employee protected 
from arbitrary or capricious administrative action? Are there legal pro
visions barring dismissal on religious, political or similar grounds? 

168. Empfo,yee assocations. The following questions seem appropriate: 

To what extent have government' employees organized in unions and 
associations to advance their own interests? What is the relation of such 
organizations to the governi11ental administration, and how are they related 
to, or distinguished from, associations of private employees? Is membership 
compulsory for some categories of employees? What is the legal and 
factual situation with regard to the -right to strike? What is the effective 
role of the associations in connexion with: 

(a) Direct participation in the development and execution of personnel 
policies through joint committees, appeal boards, etc. ; 

( b) Indirect influence on governmental administration and general gov
ernment policy; 

( c) Education and training of members for professional advancement? 

169. General measures for employee welfare. Although some attention has 
already been given to the general question of perquisites and benefits, one 
may be reminded here that such privileges ( or rights) may be of appreciable 
significance in relation to employee satisfaction and morale. It is worthwhile 
noting the situation with respect to health insurance or medical services; 
special recreational or educational facilities; tax exemptions or payments in 
kind; leave for vacations, in case of maternity, and in case of sickness, 
indemnification for injuries sustained in the service; provisions for housing, 
etc. Some comparison between the government service and private employ
ment in this regard would also be useful. 
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Section 5. ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 

170. Various points related to administrative management have already 
been discussed in section 2 on government organization, and elsewhere. In 
order to complete the survey for this subject, the following summarization 
may be useful. 

171. The first group concerns the existing legislation: 
(a) Have the various laws and basic regulations dealing with adminis

trative management been brought together in usable form ; perhaps in. one 
comprehensive code or collection with a workable index? Are such laws 
and regulations easy to change and improve or difficult to amend? How 
are desirable changes of organization effected and integrated with the exist
ing structure? Are most of the necessary adjustments within the jurisdiction 
of the executive, or do they usually or often require legislative sanction, 
or even changes in the constitution? 

( b) Are the laws and regulations clearly defined and understood by the 
officials concerned? How are conflicting regulations avoided? Is sufficient 

. publicity given to administrative provisions of general organizational interest 
or. of interest to the public personnel? What is the grade of conformity of 
actual practice to the legal or administrative prescriptions? 

172. The second group of questions has to do with the existing machinery 
for co-ordination in various fields: 

(a) What are the methods used and the results obtained in seeking co
ordination of the various departments and branches of the executive? 
Is there a rational system of inter-departmental or inter-service committees, 
at the cabinet level or lower? How is their membership organized? Do they 
possess effective permanent secretariats? Are informal channels of com
munication and co-ordination between departments, possibly at inter
mediate and technical levels, of particular importance for a co-ordinated 
administration? To what extent does the rigidity of bureaucratic channels 
obstruct co-ordination? 

( b) Is there a point at which all draft legislation emanating from indi
vidual ministries or services is cleared? What are the powers and functions 
of such an agency with regard to form and substance of the legislation? 
Is there a central budgeting agency? Is the budget used as a tool for measur
ing the factual relationship between the government's activities and the 
various objects of expenditure? Is there a conscious effort to ascertain 
the general pattern of distribution of expenditures between major functions 
and activities, and between various objects, such as personal service, equip
ment and supplies, construction and maintenance of public works, public 
debt service, etc.? 

( c) Is personnel management co-ordinated by one central agency? Does 
such an agency pay particular attention to the relationship of personnel 
regulations in general and the requirements of the various administrative 
organizations? Does it give assistance to new administrative units in 
designing their personnel structure? 
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. (d) Are the central accounting and auditing agencies used for organiza- \ 
t10nal development? Is there sufficient flexibility in their methods and regu- · 
lations to adapt their functions to new forms of governmental activity? 1 

( e) Are there one or more outstandingly well-managed sections of the · 
executive branch which are recognized as examples of good administrative 
management? \ Vhat special features and lessons do they offer for· the im
provement of other branches of the service? What is the reason for their 
excellence ( their novel character, influence of certain individuals, interest 
of the public or of political parties, liberal financing of remunerative projects, 
etc.) ? 

173. The question then arises whether administrative management as such , 
has received organized attention: · 

(a) To what extent has machinery been established for helping the 
executive in his over-all responsibility for improving administrative manag:· 
ment? If there are special agencies or offices for this purpose, what is their 
character and influence? Are they permanent or temporary? How are new 
departments, ministries or primary services established and organized in 
the early stages? Does the machinery for administrative management provide 
central advice and assistance based on experience with other new agencies? 
How and where is such a central agency for administrative management 
organized and what are its relations to the various departments and to the I 
central agencies mentioned in the preceding paragraph? · 

( b) Has the value of a central agency devoted to improving "organiza- • 
tion and methods", particularly in activities which are common throug_ho~t . 
the government, been recognized, and if so with what results? Do mdt-1 
vidual departments and ~inistries have their own machinery for stimulating 
and assisting with improvement of organization and methods? 

174. Finally, the extent to which reform and improvement in public 
administration has caught the public interest and has become or will become 
a lively political issue, is important for the evaluation of the possibilities 
of effectively organizing administrative management. The investigator will 
want to know whether it is generally understood, particularly within the 
public services, that such co-ordination of co-ordinating agencies and efforts 
can only be valuable and even essential if it is recognized, not as an aim in 
itself, but as a method for the better and more effective accomplishment of 
the government programmes. He should equally be aware of the interests, 
both political and otherwise, opposed to such a co-ordinated development of 
administrative reforms, of the forces in favour of them, and of the motives 
and arguments on both sides. 

175. The inquiry into those parts_ of the administration which are em
ployed more dynamically on development and reform of the public adminis
tration itself leads to the separate consideration of the organization of the 
planning function. 
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Section 6. PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

176. The planning function, as conceived here, is taken to include, essen
tially: 

(a) The organization of planning as an element of public administration. 
( b) Planning especially directed toward development and reform of the 

public administration. This activity is often thought of as a part of adminis
trative management. 

( c) Planning for economic and social development. 
( d) The function of public administration· in the implementation of 

plans. 

177. The extent .to which a given country has accepted and put into 
practice the concept of advance planning will be roughly measured in such 
questions as the following : 

(a) Has the responsibility for planning been left entirely within the 
several ministries or. departments? 

( b) Are informal or partial efforts made to combine or co-ordinate the 
plans of a few more or less unrelated ministries? 

( c) Is there some central agency or machinery for putting together more 
comprehensive and co-ordinated plans ? . 

178. Where organization for planning has progressed beyond the most 
elementary stage, a number of further questions come to the fore: 

(a) What degree of co-ordination among the various categories of plans 
is achieved, and by what means? Is due consideration given to the inescapable 
interrelationships among plans for public construction, social welfare pro
grammes, training and educational programmes, anticipated revenues, .re
organization or expansion of the governmental establishment, etc.? How has 
the planning process been brought into relationship with the budgeting 
process? 

( b) What is the nature of the participation at the several levels of the 
planning process? To what extent and how are local plans and projects 
assimilated into regional and national schemes, and what part do the lesser 
units play in the execution? 

( c) What relationships exist between government planning and the plans 
of private businesg. and other non-governmental organizations? What 
attempts are made to obtain the interest and support of the general public 
through the publication and dissemination of· information about government 
plans? What is the role and degree of participation of the legislature in the 
planning process? Does the legislature, for example, occasionally take 
decisions on long-range projects, apart from its action on the annual 
budget? 

179. In regard to the formulation and, especially, .the execution or 
enforcement of plans: 

(a) To what extent is the responsibility for execution left in the hands 
of the established departments? 
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( b) What part is played by regulatory agencies of the government in 
such fields as transportation, communication, power, water supply, etc.? 

( c) Has a special role been assigned to one or more public corporations? 
In what ways are they independent, and in what ways under the control 
of the government? 

180. Where new agencies have already been established, the prevailing 
distribution of planning and execution functions as among both the older 
departments and the new bodies may have to ,be carefully examined with 
an eye to such questions as the following: 

(a) \Vhich of the older agencies or their branches can be merged with 
the newer developmental bodies? 

( b) \ Vhich of the controls and co-ordinating functions of the top execu
tive or auxiliary administrative agencies ( dealing with finance, personnel, 
etc.) may be incorporated into the work of the developmental agencies, 
as their programme develops? 

(c) \Vhich of the developmental agencies have demonstrated the need 
and capacity for continued administrative independence? 

181. In some countries the public construction programme of the govern
ment may have been among the first subjects for planning. It will, in any 
case, play an important role in any broader programme of economic_ develop
ment. Some essential questions are: 

Does public works planning take the form of capital budgeting over 
a sufficient period of time? Are proper accounting practices followed with 
regard to depreciation over an appropriate period of years, separation of 
maintenance and repair costs from original capital costs? Are long-term 
provisions made for capital funds for replacement? 

182. Successful planning in any field rests upon a prior and continuing 
collection of all possible relevant info1mation. In connexion with plans for ' 
economic development, it will be pertinent to ask: 

(a) \Vhat is the extent and effectiveness of the organizational arrange
ments for carrying out geological and soil surveys, engineering surveys for 

. possible highway routes, hydroelectric development, etc., market surveys? 
( b) To what extent are reliable statistics available in such fields as: 

(i) agricultural and industrial production, employment, prices, foreign 
trade, balance of payments, banking, credit, transportation, government 
revenue, expenditure and debt? (ii) distributive shares of the national 
income showing figures for wages, interest, investment? ( i!i) demographic 
and social statistics showing births, death, morbidity, migration, literacy, 
level of education, general and technical? I 

183. In connexion with plans for administrative development the I 
following questions arise: I 

What information is maintained as to the costs of the public service; 
salaries, age in relation to grade and employment turnover in the public 
personnel establishment, as well as rates of recruitment and training? 
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184. Are there arrangements to assemble information in the following 
categories which may provide some indices of progress and development 
over a period of years: · 

' 
Infant mortality and average life span, literacy and average number of 

years of schooling, per capita income, family incomes, and percentage 
of national income ploughed back into investment; average calorie con
sumption and amount of horsepower being added to manpower. To what 
degree are these statistics brought together in a central agency or through 
established procedures? What is the situation in regard to the com
parability and continuity of these statistics from year to year and 
internationally? 
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